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Monitoring Report - Executive Limitations Policy 
EL-13, Academic Standards and Practices 
 
BOARD POLICY EXPECTATION 


The Superintendent shall not fail to ensure that the district adopts a standards-based system 
of instruction with a rigorous and viable curriculum for specific courses of study intended 
to achieve the Board’s Ends policies.  
 
CERTIFICATION 


I hereby present my monitoring report on Executive Limitations Policy EL-13 “Academic 
Standards and Practices” in accordance with the monitoring schedule set forth in board 
policy. I certify that the information contained in this report is true as of November 22nd, 
2011. 
       Mark Mansell, Superintendent 
 
SUPERINTENDENT’S INTERPRETATION OF POLICY 


I interpret the board’s expectation regarding academic standards and practices to mean the 
district must implement a coordinated and connected K-12 scope and sequence of 
curriculum that is both rigorous and appropriate to prepare students for their future 
pathways in life.  The curriculum and instructional strategies used by staff must also be 
research based and designed to meet content standards as defined either at the local level, 
state level and/or federal level.  I further interpret this policy to mean the board expects 
timely and effective communication with parents about their student’s progress as well as 
stakeholder involvement in the process of developing new and/or significantly changing 
existing district academic programs and standards. 


REPORT 
 
There are eight specific areas described in this policy.  The following will address each of 
the areas of EL-13 as best as possible.  At the time of this report, I believe the district is in 
compliance with all these board expectations. 
 


1. The superintendent shall not fail to implement rigorous academic content 
standards that reflect research based “best practices”.  IN COMPLIANCE 
The district continues to strive to create high quality learning environments that are 
built upon rigorous academic content standards provided to us by the state.  We are 
consistently reviewing best practices and researching curriculum to find what best 
meets the needs of our students.  We are currently operating on a 7-year adoption 
cycle for each of our departments.  The actual adoption process takes four years, 
using the first year to research practices and curriculum, the second year to review 
materials and the third to implement and provide the initial staff development 
around the adoption.  The fourth year in the process involves the review of the 
implementation and a determination if adjustments or augmentations with the 
instructional materials need to occur. 
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2. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that the district works with staff, 
parents, students, appropriate elements of the community, and others to review, 
and revise content standards to ensure maximum and continuing effectiveness.  
IN COMPLIANCE 
The district follows a seven-year rotation adoption schedule (available online).  The 
adoption process includes the research and review of up-to-date research based 
materials that meet state and national standards in order to maximize the potential 
for student success.  In addition, materials go through a rigorous review and 
evaluation process to identify materials with a maximum level of alignment of 
standards, assessment and instructional strategies, as well as district philosophical 
stance on the type of learning environments we seek to create. When appropriate, 
materials are piloted prior to adoption to identify potential staff development needs 
and necessary support for successful implementation.   
 
As part of the adoption process, parents, students and engaged community 
members, along side of staff work on learning what content and learning 
opportunities might be best for students.  This work has not always been neat and 
clean, but my sense is the ownership is high and the desire to meet all students 
where they are rather than expect them to meet us is strong and clear.  An example 
of this is the continued work the middle school and high school staffs are doing to 
help students’ transition from 8th to 9th grade.  They are listening to students and 
parents, creating alternative strategies to help students learn, as well as really 
working hard to reflect on their own practice as learning environment leaders.  
Again, this work is not always tidy but I believe the energy and desire that is 
necessary to meet the intent of this expectation is present and strong. 


 
3. The superintendent shall not fail to implement a rigorous and viable curriculum 


and program of instruction aligned with Federal, State, and the District’s 
adopted content standards to provide students with the educational experiences 
needed to achieve the standards.  IN COMPLIANCE 
The district focus is to provide staff with the necessary information and resources 
to implement a rigorous and viable curriculum and program of instruction aligned 
with national, state and district adopted content standards. The primary concern for 
all new courses and the adoption of materials is to support the successful 
implementation of courses that align with standards of the state and with federal 
law in a way that supports student success. 
 
Our staff has and continues to connect their work to state standards. An example of 
this is within math where the state eliminated the high school HSPE (formerly the 
WASL) and replaced it with end of course (EOC) exams for both Math A and B or 
Algebra I and Algebra II. Staff reviewed these standards and developed and 
implemented a plan to weave them into their instruction.   As a result, our students 
did very well in their first attempt a the EOCs compared to the state average scores. 
 
Beyond the standards, as stated previously, our staff is working hard to rethink how 
they create learning environments that help students use the content to learn rather 
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than simply using it to know.  Our learning to learn model and their work in the 
professional learning communities or Lab Classroom Project Teams are focused on 
rethinking their practice in order to create 21st century learning environments for 
students.  We also had 24 teachers involved in this falls LCMG’s (learning 
condition mini-grants), which are designed to improve professional practice by 
teaming around a shared problem of practice connected to the district’s learning 
model. 
 


4. The superintendent shall not fail to develop assessments that will adequately 
measure each student’s progress toward achieving the content standards.   
IN COMPLIANCE 
The district uses annual state assessments as a primary indicator of student progress 
in grades 3-10 (students assessed in the spring of the previous year). In addition, 
classroom based assessments aligned with state grade level expectations (GLEs) 
are used to monitor student progress throughout the year. The district Teaching and 
Learning department provides building support to assess student achievement in 
reading using DIBELS (Dynamic Indicator of Basic Early Literacy) assessments 
three times each year in grades K-6. In grades 7-12, students are assessed for 
reading (other than the WASL) on an as needed basis.  Tools such as SuccessMaker 
have been added to provide us important information on student progress in 3-6 
math.  Additionally we may use other measures to inform student progress such as 
SAT or ACT scores, AP participation and scores, and 8th grade promotions policy 
success rates to name a few. 
 
Staff has been working hard to rethink their use of assessments and how they are 
used to change their practice.  Dave Holmes led 24 teachers in two separate book 
studies this summer via on-line learning on assessments and trust.  This work is an 
example of the shift of mind that is occurring from simply using assessments as 
verification that the content has arrived in the students’ minds safely, to using 
assessment to inform future learning for both the teacher and student. 
 


5. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that parents are kept informed of 
student progress toward achieving content standards and how such progress is 
measured.  IN COMPLIANCE 
Parents are informed of student progress through progress reports, report cards, 
parent conferences, and individual contacts.  Student Learning Plans (SLPs) are 
developed for struggling students to outline ways to adjust instruction and enlist 
parental support to ensure student success toward academic standards is achieved. 
 
Staff also uses their individual teacher web pages, on-line teacher plan books and 
Skyward as additional tools to keep parents well informed on student progress.  
Additionally, parents receive MSP, HSPE and EOC scores showing their student’s 
results.  Again, in the elementary, SuccessMaker for math has also been added to 
help show student progress data. 
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6. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that all LCSD secondary students 
have an education plan for their high school experience.  IN COMPLIANCE 
We continue to implement, explore and redesign as necessary Navigation 101.  A 
key piece of this work is built around student-led conferences, which continue to be 
highly successful for all involved. Ms. Krem (new counselor) has continued the 
work with advisory groups at the middle school so that all students beginning in the 
sixth grade will identify a pathway. With the technical, academic and honors 
pathways now more specifically articulated in the graduation requirements, and 
being introduced in the sixth grade, I believe students via their work in Navigation 
101 and advisory, will have a more solid foundation on which to base their course 
selection.  Without question, there will be lots more to learn in this work yet at this 
juncture based on what we know now I believe we are meeting the intent of this 
expectation. 
 


7. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that all LCSD secondary students 
have an education plan for the year following graduation.  IN COMPLIANCE 
As stated in number 6 above, Navigation 101 requires the development of a post-
secondary plan for each student.  This plan is developed currently in 6th grade and 
is used as a tool in the selection of courses and to focus student’s work on their 
pathway to their next learning opportunity.   
 


8. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that all LCSD students demonstrate 
through a culminating project the comprehensive application of academic and 
work competencies inherent in LCSD Ends.  IN COMPLIANCE 
All high school students are supported in the creation of their own comprehensive 
portfolio throughout their high school years.  Part of this process is the creation of a 
fifth-year plan delineating their post-secondary pathway choices.  As part of 
Navigation 101, students present their plans and portfolio’s to parents, family and 
faculty advisors.  For seniors, this serves as their culminating project.  This 
program is now entering into its fifth year.  We continue to gather survey data from 
teachers, parents and students around this process and make appropriate changes 
and improvements. We are once again taking a look at the possibility of having 
students create all electronic portfolios. Work to align this process to the Board’s 
Ends policies continues as we are now entering our fifth full year using these 
polices to guide organizational actions.   
 
 








LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 101 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REGULAR MEETING  


Minutes 
Tuesday, October 25, 2011 


7:00 PM 
HS Library 


Present: Superintendent Mark Mansell, and board members Bob Taylor, Wendy Chord, John Parsons and Todd 
Jones 
Minutes taken by: Laurie Kansanback 
Administrators: Dave Holmes, Carol Patton, Lauri Landerholm, David Cooke and Scott Lincoln 
Guests:  Joe Bosch & Josh Soske 
 
PART 1.0 – CALL TO ORDER 
Mr. Taylor called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. with the flag salute. 


Audience and Board Communication:  
“Say Something Positive” 
Mr. Jones started us off talking about how awesome the PTO’s fall carnival was.  It was well attended and a 
great job by all.  Mr. Parsons offered his thanks to Joe Bosch for the job fair.  It was very cool to see the effort to 
help local people find jobs.  Also, Dave Holmes taking the Compass test is leading by actions and that is great.  
Mrs. Chord is happy about both the community linkage meetings and the HS Phoenix program.  Mr. Taylor 
noted the immediate action from the linkage meeting by Mr. Holmes as exhibited by his taking of the Compass 
Test.  He is glad we are not sitting on our laurels.  He feels this is due to the great leadership by Dr. Mansell.  
Dr. Mansell is excited to report that the “Old Dogs” group is going again.  It was Michelle Collins who got it 
going.  He is very pleased to be invited to participate again.  Mr. Holmes talked about the way teachers Kris 
Sawyer, Julie Smith and Sharon Bussler stepped up with very little notice and embraced the science training for 
highly capable students.  Also, he applauds the high school math team for taking the test at Clark College as a 
learning opportunity that will allow them to help our students be more successful in the future.  Mrs. 
Landerholm offered kudos to the 4 teachers who went to the Phoenix weekend (John Johnson, Forbes Lapp, 
Rhea Heaton and Sheila Holter) and came back with so much to share with staff and students.  Ms. Patton 
shared that from her view the Phoenix program is awesome.  It is having an affect on school culture that is very 
positive.  Also, the personal finance classes have led to the formation of the FBLA chapter in the school.  She 
also shared that the career center is doing many fine things and our Pathways is going well.  Mr. Cooke said 300 
parents came to conferences.  He thanked Joe Bosch for all his contributions.  He also thanked Janice Broten for 
all her great work.  Mr. Lincoln talked about how well the fall carnival went.  Mr. Bosch talked about the 
positive environment in our culture he has experienced here with staff and students.  Mr. Soske agreed that we 
have a great community and a great culture. 
   
Public Input on Non-Agenda Items 
None 
 
PART 2.0 – CONSENT AGENDA will be acted upon with a single motion unless a board member desires to 
remove an item from the agenda. 


Motion 11/12 -06 made by Mr. Jones, seconded by Mr. Parsons, 
 to approve the consent agenda as follows: 


 2.1 Approval of Minutes (GP-8 & EL-11) 
A. Minutes of meeting held September 27, 2011 







B. Minutes of Board Workshop/Comm. Linkage Mtg. held October 11, 2011 
 


 2.2 Vouchers (EL-8, EL-10 & EL-11) 
 A.  Payroll for October in an amount not to exceed $651,837.55 
 B.  Gen. Fund Warrants #80724-80837 in the amount of $177,351.94 
 C. Capital Fund Warrants #1377 in the amount of $350.00 
 D. ASB Fund Warrants #8040-8073 in the amount of $18,896.52 
 E. General Fund Spec. Run Warrants 80722-80723 in the amount of $1,909.02 
   


 2.3 Personnel (EL-4 & EL-11) 
 A.  Certified 
 B.  Classified 
 


 2.4  Donations: 
 
 2.5 Other Items for Board Review (EL-8 & EL-11) 


 A.  Superintendent’s Report 
   1.  Principal’s Report – ES, MS, HS 
   2.  Asst. Supt. of Teaching & Learning Report 
   3.  Technology Director Report 
   4.  Budget Report 
    a. Budget Status 
    b. Cash Flow Analysis Chart 
    c. Cash Flow Analysis 
   5.  Enrollment Report 
    a. Enrollment History Graph 
    b. FTE Enrollment 
    c. Head Count Enrollment 
   6.  Impact Fee Report 


 B.  Curriculum Adoption (See Attached)  NOTE:  Board member requested a  
  Conversation about this process at the next workshop. 
 C. Surplus List for Shops (See Attached) 
 


      Motion Carried 


PART 3.0 – LINKAGE 


 None this month 


PART 4.0 – ASSURANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE (Monitoring Reports) ACTION 
REQUIRED 


 4.1  Monitoring Report EL-18 Mandatory Policies: 


Motion 11/12-7       made by Mrs. Chord, seconded by Mr. Parsons 
to approve Monitoring Report EL-18 as 
submitted. 


 
       Motion Carried 
 


PART 5.0 – WRITTEN POLICY 







None this month. 


PART 6.0 – OTHER ITEMS NEEDING BOARD ACTION/DISCUSSION 
 
 6.1  Annual State of KWRL Meeting Reminder:  This meeting is on the 26th at 7 pm. 


 
6.2 November Workshop Agenda:   


  A.   This meeting will have an Executive Session at 6:00 PM to meet with attorney Mike  
         Patterson regarding a legal matter. 
  B.  Debrief of KWRL Meeting 
  C. Curriculum Adoption Discussion per Board Member Request 
 
 6.3 Debrief of Community/City Council Linkages:  Both of these opportunities were seen as great 
  opportunities to network and to hear from others in our community.  Mr. Parsons did say that he  
  felt like he would like to see a clear intent for these meetings as they feel a little open-ended to  
  him. 
  
PART 7.0 - EXECUTIVE SESSION 


None this month. 
 
PART 8.0 – ADJOURNMENT 


 8.1  Review of Quarterly Board Self-Assessment (GP-2-E) 
 
 8.2 Signing of Board Documents (GP-2-E) 
 
The meeting adjourned at 7:50 p.m. 


 


_________________________________  ____________________________________ 
Board Chair      Member 


 


_________________________________  ____________________________________ 
Member      Member 


 


_________________________________  ____________________________________ 
Member      Board Secretary 
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Payments have been audited and certified by the Auditing Officer as required by           


RCW 42.24.080, and those expense reimbursement claims certified as required by            


RCW 42.24.090.  Those payments have been recorded on a listing which has been             


made available to the board.                                                              


As of November 22, 2011, the board, by a __________________________ vote, does            


approve for payment those checks (warrants) included in the following list                


and further described as follows:  CLARK CO TREASURER                                     


Check Number 80925 through 80933                                                          


in the total amount of $7,859.77.                                                         


Secretary    ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


    80925 BOUNDS, MARY KATHLEEN          11/01/2011 Tuition 10-14        Tuition                     0         200.00         200.00


                                                                         Reimbursement                                              


    80926 CAMPBELL, JULIE M              11/01/2011 Reimbursement 10-11  LCMG Group -                0         494.09         494.09


                                                                         Books                                                      


    80927 FOOD SERVICES OF AMERICA       11/01/2011 7996981              Open purchase      9701100015       1,167.15       3,737.01


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


                                                    8005351              Open purchase      9701100015       1,300.13               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


                                                    8005352              Open purchase      9701100015       1,269.73               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


    80928 LANDERHOLM, LAURI T            11/01/2011 Reimbursement 10-11  Nav. Grant IPad             0         579.88         579.88


                                                                         supplies                                                   


    80929 LOCK, BONNIE G                 11/01/2011 Reimbursement 10-3   Sci Ed membership           0         110.00         110.00


    80930 MANSELL, MARK C                11/01/2011 Reimbursement 10-28  Tech/Mini                   0         608.00         608.00


                                                                         Mac/Kansanaback                                            


    80931 MCKEE, JULIE L                 11/01/2011 Travel 10/28         District Travel             0          20.90          20.90


    80932 SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIRS-13       11/01/2011 W2901743BF           MS Book Fair                0       2,080.40       2,080.40


    80933 WESTERBERG, WARREN C           11/01/2011 Reimbursement-Oct 10 Soc Studies                 0          29.49          29.49


                                                                         Project                                                    


                                                                     9     Computer      Check(s) For a Total of           7,859.77 
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                                                                     0     Manual        Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     0     Wire Transfer Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     0     ACH           Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     9     Computer      Checks For a Total of             7,859.77


                                                          Total For  9     Manual, Wire Tran, ACH & Computer Checks        7,859.77


                                                          Less       0     Voided        Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                                         Net Amount                        7,859.77







                                                       F U N D  S U M M A R Y                                                       


Fund     Description                       Balance Sheet                Revenue                Expense                        Total  


10       General Fund                               0.00                   0.00               7,859.77                     7,859.77
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Payments have been audited and certified by the Auditing Officer as required by           


RCW 42.24.080, and those expense reimbursement claims certified as required by            


RCW 42.24.090.  Those payments have been recorded on a listing which has been             


made available to the board.                                                              


As of November 22, 2011, the board, by a __________________________ vote, does            


approve for payment those checks (warrants) included in the following list                


and further described as follows:  CLARK CO TREASURER                                     


Check Number 80934 through 81068                                                          


in the total amount of $259,532.50.                                                       


Secretary    ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


    80934 AIRGAS                         11/30/2011 101538812            Open po for metal  4001100040          54.99       1,030.15


                                                                         shop                                                       


                                                    101540784            Open po for metal  4001100040         113.74               


                                                                         shop                                                       


                                                    101544720            Open po for metal  4001100040         168.67               


                                                                         shop                                                       


                                                    101555579            Open po for metal  4001100040         555.74               


                                                                         shop                                                       


                                                    101583445            Open po for metal  4001100040         137.01               


                                                                         shop                                                       


    80935 ALEKS Corp                     11/30/2011 Subscription         K12 40 week        9001100003          35.00          35.00


                                                                         subscription for                                           


                                                                         La Center                                                  


                                                                         Elementary School                                          


                                                                         (Bonnie                                                    


                                                                         Poffenroth                                                 


                                                                         administrator)                                             


                                                                         per attached                                               


                                                                         order                                                      


    80936 AMERICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION   11/30/2011 23458953             Bookmarks for K-8  1551100016          51.50          51.50


                                                                         Library                                                    


    80937 APPLE COMPUTER INC             11/30/2011 9884196291           iPad 2 Wi-Fi 16GB  1701100011         539.92      31,934.81


                                                                         Black (part                                                


                                                                         number MC769LL/A)                                          


                                                                         replacement                                                


                                                    9888170233           Mac Mini with      1701100012       1,351.42               


                                                                         Lion Server to                                             


                                                                         replace Saturn                                             


                                                    9889067372           Replacement        1701100014         766.71               


                                                                         computer systems                                           


                                                                         for staff                                                  


                                                    988924380            Replacement        1701100014      10,857.87               


                                                                         computer systems                                           


                                                                         for staff                                                   
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Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


                                                    9889294381           Replacement        1701100014      17,623.62               


                                                                         computer systems                                           


                                                                         for staff                                                  


                                                    9889739417           Replacement        1701100014         795.27               


                                                                         computer systems                                           


                                                                         for staff                                                  


    80938 APPLIANCE CLINIC CORP          11/30/2011 26400                HS-Repair latch             0         155.80         155.80


    80939 ARAVE, KRISTEN A               11/30/2011 Reimbursement 10/25  Test Fee                    0          20.00          20.00


    80940 ASCD                           11/30/2011 0010639220           ASCD membership    9001100002         219.00         219.00


                                                                         for La Center                                              


                                                                         School District                                            


                                                                         (premium                                                   


                                                                         membership)                                                


    80941 ASSOCIATED BUSINESS SYSTEMS    11/30/2011 522460               Copies/Maint                0         283.25       3,325.45


                                                    523273               Copier Lease                0       3,042.20               


    80942 ASSOCIATED BUSINESS SYSTEMS    11/30/2011 189973589            Copier Lease                0         131.24         131.24


    80943 BANC OF AMERICA LEASING        11/30/2011 012001324            Copier Lease                0         672.09         672.09


    80944 BARNES & NOBLE                 11/30/2011 2192566              classroom books    3001100044         259.36         259.36


    80945 BIGGER FASTER STRONGER         11/30/2011 310944               Rubber Bumpers,    4001100047         371.00         371.00


                                                                         Hex Bar                                                    


    80946 BLICK ART MATERIALS CORP       11/30/2011 9917726              Art supplies       4001100052          70.16          70.16


    80947 BOUNDS, MARY KATHLEEN          11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11/3   Memory Card                 0          32.45          32.45


    80948 BOXER NORTHWEST                11/30/2011 817459               Kitchen Equipment  9701100055       3,923.68       3,923.68


    80949 BRENNAN INDUSTRIES             11/30/2011 2098                 Archery Equipment  3001100045         136.00         136.00


    80950 BROTEN, JANICE M               11/30/2011 Tuition Reimb        Tuition Pool                0       1,235.59       1,235.59


    80951 CASH AND CARRY UNITED GROCERS  11/30/2011 108743               Open po for        4001100026         113.44         147.05


                                                                         coffee cart                                                


                                                                         supplies                                                   


                                                    113278               Open Po            4001100064          33.61               


    80952 CENGAGE LEARNING               11/30/2011 94314485             Human Physiology   4001100032       5,817.37       5,817.37


                                                                         books                                                      


    80953 CENTURY LINK                   11/30/2011 1184563884           LD Charges                  0          70.11         130.28


                                                    1188316880           LD Charges                  0          60.17               


    80954 CHEESEMAN, MARIA K             11/30/2011 Reimbursement        Student activity            0          80.52          80.52


    80955 CISPUS LEARNING CENTER         11/30/2011 IVC005438            CISPUS             3001100047      14,262.50      14,262.50


    80956 CITY OF LA CENTER              11/30/2011 5929-K5 10/31        Sewer Utilities             0         655.35       2,442.39


                                                    5937 6-8 10/31       Utilities                   0         954.21               


                                                    6088 HS  10/31       Utilities                   0         832.83               


    80957 CLARK COLLEGE                  11/30/2011 Fall Quarter 11/1    Running Start               0      17,587.23      17,587.23


    80958 CLARK COUNTY FIRE DEPT.#12     11/30/2011 11-10253             Contracted                  0       1,843.21       1,843.21


                                                                         services for                                               


                                                                         2011-12                                                    


    80959 COASTWIDE LABORATORES          11/30/2011 2327458-1            OPEN PO FOR        9701000043          31.38       4,663.03


                                                                         2010-2011                                                  


                                                    2327458-A            OPEN PO FOR        9701000043         128.68               


                                                                         2010-2011                                                  


                                                    2343451-1            MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044         291.71               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    2357912-1            MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044          56.31               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                    
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Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


                                                    2364058              MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044         927.47               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   







                                                    2364058-1            MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044          65.31               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    2364176              MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044         488.41               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    2364724              MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044          62.70               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    2364724--1           MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044         212.21               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    2369785              MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044         951.89               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    2369958              MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044       1,942.24               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    2369958-1            MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044          85.87               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    C2327458             OPEN PO FOR        9701000043        -228.52               


                                                                         2010-2011                                                  


                                                    C2343450A            MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044         -30.46               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    c2343451-1           MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044        -291.71               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    C2343451A            MAINT/CUSTODIAL    9701100044         -30.46               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


    80960 COLF CONSTRUCTION              11/30/2011 Invoice              Road adkacent to            0      37,991.18      37,991.18


                                                                         football field                                             


    80961 COOKE, MATTHEW D               11/30/2011 Reimbursement 10-11  HS Classr                   0          16.00          36.00


                                                                         supplies                                                   


                                                    Reimbursement 11/15  Compass Test                0          20.00               


    80962 CORD COMMUNICATIONS            11/30/2011 0047383-IN           Applied Math       4001100067       2,529.86       2,529.86


                                                                         books                                                      


    80963 CORWIN BEVERAGE CO.            11/30/2011 69150                Open purchase      9701100019         419.66       1,628.88


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    87752                Life Skills                 0         -70.00               


                                                                         Credit                                                     


                                                    88650                Open purchase      9701100019         380.07               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    88900                Open purchase      9701100019         310.77               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    89400                Open purchase      9701100019         588.38               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


    80964 COSTCO                         11/30/2011 300129080010 10/29   Open PO for        4001100065          69.44         340.75


                                                                         coffee cart                                                


                                                    300129080010 11/13   Open PO for        4001100065         149.60               


                                                                         coffee cart                                                


                                                    4001100023           Supplies for       4001100023         121.71                
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                                                                         coffee cart                                                


    80965 COUNTY STIHL & ENGINE REPAIR   11/30/2011 187170               MAINT/GROUNDS      9701100045         112.00         105.56


                                                    187540               MAINT/GROUNDS      9701100045          -6.44               


    80966 CURRICULUM ASSOC.INC.          11/30/2011 90126636             Quick word         1001100084          53.18          53.18


                                                                         handbooks/Mosby.                                           


    80967 Vendor Continued Void          11/30/2011                                                                             0.00


    80968 DAIRY FRESH FARMS, INC.        11/30/2011 61438272             Open purchase      9701100017         145.88       2,553.59







                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438273             Open purchase      9701100017         219.85               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438311             Open purchase      9701100017         115.90               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438344             Open purchase      9701100017          50.34               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438382             Open purchase      9701100017         135.76               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438383             Open purchase      9701100017         241.26               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438418             Open purchase      9701100017         120.92               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438419             Open purchase      9701100017         310.88               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438456             Open purchase      9701100017         100.39               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438457             Open purchase      9701100017         343.09               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438489             Open purchase      9701100017         106.39               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438490             Open purchase      9701100017         292.18               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438528             Open purchase      9701100017         120.92               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


                                                    61438529             Open purchase      9701100017         249.83               


                                                                         order for Dairy                                            


                                                                         Products 2011-12                                           


    80969 DAN'S TRACTOR, INC             11/30/2011 64400                PARTS                       0           3.77         265.89


                                                    930585               PARTS                       0         262.12                
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    80970 DAWSON, SHAWNA LEE             11/30/2011 Reimbursement 10-20  Classr supplies             0          67.02         296.02


                                                    Tuition 11/9         Tuition                     0         229.00               


                                                                         Reimbursement                                              


    80971 DAY WIRELESS SYSTEMS           11/30/2011 35136                Radio              9701100052          37.88          37.88


    80972 DEPT OF LABOR & INDUSTRIES     11/30/2011 129923               annual operating            0          58.60          58.60


                                                                         permit                                                     


    80973 DISCOUNT SCHOOL SUPPLY         11/30/2011 P269372301015        Art supplies       4001100054          93.51          93.51


    80974 DUCK DELIVERY PRODUCE, INC.    11/30/2011 01941767             Open purchase      9701100018         137.97       1,671.93


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    01943649             Open purchase      9701100018         192.00               


                                                                         order for Food                                             







                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    01943654             Open purchase      9701100018         264.31               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    01946972             Open purchase      9701100018         156.59               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    01946978             Open purchase      9701100018         234.58               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    01947947             Open purchase      9701100018         217.75               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    01950295             Open purchase      9701100018         175.71               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


                                                    01950296             Open purchase      9701100018         293.02               


                                                                         order for Food                                             


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


    80975 EDUCATIONAL INSIGHTS           11/30/2011 E413882              4 station          1001100085         117.89         117.89


                                                                         junction box                                               


                                                                         order                                                      


    80976 ESD 112                        11/30/2011 100410               Print Center                0          62.92      12,537.21


                                                    100538               Coop Info                   0       4,743.33               


                                                    100596               Clock Hour                  0       1,020.00               


                                                                         Agreement                                                  


                                                    100653               Grad Altern                 0         582.05               


                                                                         Program                                                    


                                                    100695               Bridges Academy             0       1,047.69               


                                                    100702               Bridges Academy             0       1,047.69               


                                                                         Program                                                    


                                                    94507                Coop Info                   0       4,033.53               


    80977 FIRE SYSTEMS WEST, INC.        11/30/2011 SM151302-114         Repair/service              0         298.90         298.90


                                                                         call                                                       


    80978 FOLLETT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES   11/30/2011 1211383A             math books         4001100070         776.44         776.44


    80979 FOOD SERVICES OF AMERICA       11/30/2011 7979428              Open purchase      9701100015       1,407.34       7,434.82


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                              
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                                                    7979429              Open purchase      9701100015       1,601.19               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


                                                    8009326              Open purchase      9701100015          -9.39               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


                                                    8013932              Open purchase      9701100015       1,334.89               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


                                                    8013933              Open purchase      9701100015       1,422.26               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


                                                    B022241              Open purchase      9701100015         784.36               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


                                                    B022242              Open purchase      9701100015         894.17               


                                                                         order for                                                  







                                                                         Cafeteria Food                                             


    80980 FRANZ FAMILY BAKERIES          11/30/2011 041004329017         Open purchase      9701100013          59.97         781.11


                                                                         order for K-12                                             


                                                                         Bread 2011-2012                                            


                                                    041004329724         Open purchase      9701100013          85.40               


                                                                         order for K-12                                             


                                                                         Bread 2011-2012                                            


                                                    041004330419         Open purchase      9701100013          46.87               


                                                                         order for K-12                                             


                                                                         Bread 2011-2012                                            


                                                    041004330420         Open purchase      9701100013         149.00               


                                                                         order for K-12                                             


                                                                         Bread 2011-2012                                            


                                                    041004331121         Open purchase      9701100013         243.19               


                                                                         order for K-12                                             


                                                                         Bread 2011-2012                                            


                                                    041004331122         Open purchase      9701100013         109.42               


                                                                         order for K-12                                             


                                                                         Bread 2011-2012                                            


                                                    041004529723         Open purchase      9701100013          87.26               


                                                                         order for K-12                                             


                                                                         Bread 2011-2012                                            


    80981 FRED MEYER  STORES             11/30/2011 423731               Open Po            4001100066          14.41          20.69


                                                    423760               Open po for        4001100024           6.28               


                                                                         coffee cart                                                


                                                                         supplies                                                   


    80982 FRONTLINE PLACEM. TECH         11/30/2011 INVUS10778           September                   0          81.00         228.00


                                                                         Veritime Usage                                             


                                                    INVUS10930           October Veritime            0         147.00               


    80983 FULL CIRCLE DRIVING SCHOOL INC 11/30/2011 1109611-19L          COMMUNITY ED       9701100058       3,710.00       3,710.00


    80984 GAYLORD BROTHERS               11/30/2011 1615086              Library supplies   1551100013         171.49         376.11


                                                                         per attached                                               


                                                                         order                                                       
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                                                    1617008              Library supplies   1551100013         204.62               


                                                                         per attached                                               


                                                                         order                                                      


    80985 GENERAL BINDING CORPORATION    11/30/2011 1764247              rolls of laminate  4001100068         127.61         127.61


    80986 GEORGIES CERAMICS              11/30/2011 00613370             Art supplies       4001100051       1,000.97       1,000.97


    80987 GETAWAY CHARTERS               11/30/2011 11042011-1           Charter bus for    1601100014         750.00         750.00


                                                                         soccer                                                     


    80988 GO4 SUPPLY INC                 11/30/2011 8560                 Printer supplies   3001100048         138.49         138.49


    80989 GOZART, KAREN L                11/30/2011 Reimbursement        HS Class Activity           0          97.74          97.74


    80990 HARKLEROAD, WINNIE             11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11/4   ES Classr                   0          29.19          29.19


    80991 HILL, ROBERT R                 11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11/4   HS Science                  0          59.38          59.38


    80992 HOLLOPETER, KIMBERLY R         11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11/8   ES/Replace                  0          36.64          36.64


                                                                         damamged items                                             


    80993 HOLMES, DAVID RAY              11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11-8   Compass Test                0          20.00          87.00


                                                    Travel 11/8          Cross Country               0          67.00               


                                                                         Travel                                                     


    80994 HOME DEPOT                     11/30/2011 706789               Ceiling Tiles      9701100054         200.67         200.67


    80995 IMAGINEERING ADVERTISING, INC  11/30/2011 11358                PE uniforms        3001100054         358.68         358.68


    80996 IMAGISTICS, OCE                11/30/2011 95752a               Riso supplies      3001100009         369.42         468.46


                                                    95752B               open po for Riso   4001100045          99.04               


                                                                         supplies                                                   


    80997 Integrated Register System, In 11/30/2011 111010146            In Touch paper     9701100061         107.89       1,657.89







                                                    AGR0000454           Agreement                   0       1,550.00               


                                                                         Contract                                                   


    80998 JOHNSON, ALLYSON COLLEEN       11/30/2011 Tuition Reimbu       Tuition Pool                0         229.00         229.00


    80999 JOHNSON, JOHN R                11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11/14  Compass Test                0          20.00          20.00


    81000 JONES AND BARTLETT PUB. LLC    11/30/2011 2393303              Community Ed       9701100060         269.10         269.10


    81001 JW PEPPER & SON, INC           11/30/2011 14452908             Sheet music        3001100049          30.94          30.94


    81002 KCDA CORP                      11/30/2011 1364156              Workroom order     1001100003      -1,285.53       2,496.43


                                                                         11/12 school year                                          


                                                    3521515              Office supplies    1551100014           3.93               


                                                                         for library per                                            


                                                                         attached order                                             


                                                    3522971              Office supplies    1551100014          27.35               


                                                                         for library per                                            


                                                                         attached order                                             


                                                    3523706              Classroom          4001100056         116.82               


                                                                         supplies                                                   


                                                    3526277              Paper cutter       4001100071         165.05               


                                                    3526611              KCDA order/        1001100086          62.64               


                                                                         Poffenroth/Hollope                                         


                                                                         ter/office                                                 


                                                    3528159              classroom          4001100075          65.39               


                                                                         supplies                                                   


                                                    3529443              Paper              1001100088       1,974.09               


                                                                         order/workroom                                             


                                                    3529742              Classroom supply   1001100089          81.16               


                                                                         order;                                                     


                                                                         Poppert/Hollopeter                                         


                                                    3530557              Workroom order     1001100003       1,285.53                
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                                                                         11/12 school year                                          


    81003 LA CENTER SCHOOL DIST IMPREST  11/30/2011 5261                 Learning to Learn           0          60.22       1,504.84


                                                                         Inservice                                                  


                                                    5262                 ASK FP                      0          71.25               


                                                                         reimbursement                                              


                                                    5263                 HS WASL Snacks              0         186.73               


                                                    5264                 Service Repair              0         123.08               


                                                    5265                 C/C Charges                 0         249.11               


                                                    5266                 Cancelled CE clas           0          70.00               


                                                    5268                 Field Trip                  0         445.00               


                                                    5269                 Refund for math             0          80.00               


                                                                         CD                                                         


                                                    DB-10-14             Summer                      0          87.45               


                                                                         Institute-Meals                                            


                                                    November 2011        Monthly Courier             0         132.00               


                                                                         Service                                                    


    81004 LANDERHOLM, LAURI T            11/30/2011 Reimbursement 10/26  HS Meeting/Snacks           0          66.57          66.57


    81005 LES SCHWAB TIRES               11/30/2011 720291               VEHICLE TIRES      9701100041          17.31          17.31


    81006 LIFE ASSIST                    11/30/2011 580303               COMMUNITY ED       9701100057         344.64         344.64


    81007 LINDBLOM, LYNETTE G            11/30/2011 Tuition Reimb        Tuition Pool                0         229.00         229.00


    81008 LINK, SHAWN L                  11/30/2011 Tuition Reimb        Tuition Pool                0         200.00         200.00


    81009 LOCK, BONNIE G                 11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11/8   Prof Devleop                0          65.24         533.24


                                                                         report cards                                               


                                                    Reimbursement 11/8// ELL Support                 0         249.00               


                                                    Reimbursement 11/8/2 Membership                  0         219.00               


    81010 LOWER COLUMBIA COLLEGE LCC     11/30/2011 36654                Running                     0         782.40         782.40


                                                                         start-fall 2011                                            







    81011 MACKIN LIBRARY SERVICES        11/30/2011 299660               Book orders for    1551100002       1,498.57       1,498.57


                                                                         HS Nonfiction NTE                                          


                                                                         $1385.00 for La                                            


                                                                         Center School                                              


                                                                         District library                                           


    81012 MAD SCIENCE OF PORTLAND AND VA 11/30/2011 29990                COMMUNITY ED       9701100056         855.00         855.00


    81013 MCCORD, TONYA L                11/30/2011 Reimbursement 10/31  ES Music                    0          95.72          95.72


    81014 MCDONALD PUBLISHING            11/30/2011 124168               Books for Gozart   4001100059         111.70         111.70


    81015 METRO OVERHEAD DOOR, INC       11/30/2011 V23094               Replace lock                0         124.43         124.43


    81016 MILLER PAINT COMPANY           11/30/2011 26430201             PAINT SUPPLIES     9701100042         111.10         255.20


                                                    26444975             PAINT SUPPLIES     9701100042         144.10               


    81017 MORRIS, REBECCA J              11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11/1   Student Project             0         151.35         151.35


    81018 MUSIC WORLD HAZEL DELL         11/30/2011 155181               misc. items        4001100073         113.56         113.56


    81019 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC            11/30/2011 No invoice           Geo Bee            3001100055         110.00         110.00


    81020 NCS PEARSON                    11/30/2011 3579825              Success Maker      1001100071       4,284.72       4,284.72


                                                                         licenses                                                   


    81021 NEIMAN, JAMES                  11/30/2011 Reimbursement 10-12  HS Woodshop                 0          57.41          57.41


                                                                         screws/tools                                               


    81022 NORDSTROM, LOLA L              11/30/2011 Reimbursement        Classr. supplies            0         117.22         346.22


                                                    Tuition Reimb        Tuition Pool                0         229.00               


    81023 NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS          11/30/2011 1289484-6 10/27      Open purchase      9701100007          67.66       3,410.60


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         ES/MS/HS                                                    
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                                                                         Utilities                                                  


                                                    1289556-1 10/27      Open purchase      9701100007         758.45               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         ES/MS/HS                                                   


                                                                         Utilities                                                  


                                                    1289559-5 10/27      Open purchase      9701100007         481.24               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         ES/MS/HS                                                   


                                                                         Utilities                                                  


                                                    138185-4 10/27       Open purchase      9701100007       2,103.25               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         ES/MS/HS                                                   


                                                                         Utilities                                                  


    81024 OETC                           11/30/2011 388431               MS Windows Server  1701100008         572.36       2,002.40


                                                                         Standard Licence                                           


                                                                         and Web Media                                              


                                                    OCS26613             Office Mac 2011    1701100016       1,430.04               


                                                                         Standard Licenses                                          


    81025 OIL CAN HENRY'S                11/30/2011 2209953              VEHICLE MAINT.     9701100040          42.60          42.60


    81026 OMWBE                          11/30/2011 SI-13-01             Political                   0         100.00         100.00


                                                                         Subdivision                                                


                                                                         Invoice Office of                                          


                                                                         Minority/ Womens                                           


                                                                         Business                                                   


                                                                         Enterprises                                                


    81027 OPTIONS FOR EDUCATION          11/30/2011 67212                Open Sesame        9511100002       1,623.00       1,623.00


                                                                         License Renewal                                            


                                                                         Fee                                                        


    81028 OTIS ELEVATOR COM              11/30/2011 SP05578B11           HS SERVICE                  0       2,370.48       2,522.84


                                                                         CONTRACT                                                   


                                                    SP65742B11           MS SERVICE                  0         152.36               


                                                                         CONTRACT                                                   







    81029 P U D  OF CLARK COUNTY         11/30/2011 42200430017 10/20    Open purchase      9701100010          29.60       9,717.66


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Elec/Water                                                 


                                                                         Utilities                                                  


                                                    42200690016 10/20    Open purchase      9701100010       2,129.28               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Elec/Water                                                 


                                                                         Utilities                                                  


                                                    42218000018-10/20    Open purchase      9701100010       3,214.54               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Elec/Water                                                 


                                                                         Utilities                                                  


                                                    42232220014 10/20    Open purchase      9701100010       3,965.16               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Elec/Water                                                 


                                                                         Utilities                                                  


                                                    42232300014-10/20    Open purchase      9701100010         379.08               


                                                                         order for                                                   
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                                                                         Elec/Water                                                 


                                                                         Utilities                                                  


    81030 PARR LUMBER, INC.              11/30/2011 26141651             Credit                      0          -2.15         199.53


                                                    26144114             Lumber                      0         201.68               


    81031 PLANK ROAD PUBLISHING INC      11/30/2011 12-017749            Carols kit/Brenda  1001100081          49.40          49.40


                                                                         McKay                                                      


    81032 PLATT ELECTRIC SUPPLY          11/30/2011 0420877              ELECTRICAL         9701100035         715.17         784.27


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


                                                    0498883              ELECTRICAL         9701100035          69.10               


                                                                         SUPPLIES                                                   


    81033 PRESTWICK HOUSE, INC.          11/30/2011 184186               classroom books    4001100060          68.35          68.35


    81034 PSAT/NMSQT                     11/30/2011 Inv                  PSAT tests         4001100061       1,109.00       1,109.00


    81035 REED, DEENA G                  11/30/2011 Travel 11/10         Mail/Travel                 0          46.00          46.00


    81036 RICHARDS, JANET L              11/30/2011 Reimbursement 11/7   MS/Replace broken           0         108.19         108.19


                                                                         chair                                                      


    81037 RIDGEFIELD HARDWARE            11/30/2011 a136162              SUPPLIES           9701100034           1.18         421.82


                                                    A136581              SUPPLIES           9701100034          88.55               


                                                    a136767              SUPPLIES           9701100034         208.86               


                                                    a137085              SUPPLIES           9701100034          61.83               


                                                    A137209              Screwbit/cheeseclo          0          11.38               


                                                                         th                                                         


                                                    A137536              SUPPLIES           9701100034          12.58               


                                                    A137630              SUPPLIES           9701100034          22.17               


                                                    A138144              SUPPLIES           9701100034          15.27               


    81038 ROCKIE HANSEN PLLC             11/30/2011 Aug/Sept             Legal Services              0         980.00         980.00


    81039 SAFEWAY, INC.                  11/30/2011 1064281              Open po for        4001100025           9.83          97.24


                                                                         coffee cart                                                


                                                                         supplies                                                   


                                                    1064282              Open po for        4001100025          26.51               


                                                                         coffee cart                                                


                                                                         supplies                                                   


                                                    1064286              Open po for        4001100025          39.38               


                                                                         coffee cart                                                


                                                                         supplies                                                   


                                                    1064289              Open po for        4001100025          21.52               


                                                                         coffee cart                                                


                                                                         supplies                                                   







    81040 SAX                            11/30/2011 209107242206         Art supplies       4001100055         370.79         370.79


    81041 SCHOLASTIC, INC                11/30/2011 m4690757             classroom          3001100046         296.09         296.09


                                                                         magazines                                                  


    81042 SCHROCK, RUTH M                11/30/2011 Reimbursemnt 10/26   ES Science                  0          62.43          62.43


                                                                         supplies                                                   


    81043 SCHULZ CLEARWATER SANITATION,  11/30/2011 128612               PORTABLE           9701100001          87.50         423.50


                                                                         RESTROOMS                                                  


                                                    128613               PORTABLE           9701100001         336.00               


                                                                         RESTROOMS                                                  


    81044 SENECA                         11/30/2011 SI358421             LCD display        1701100013       1,800.00       1,800.00


                                                                         monitors for new                                           


                                                                         Apple computers                                            


                                                                         for staff                                                   
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    81045 SHELL CARD CENTER              11/30/2011 8000039886111        District Fuel      9701100008       1,607.30       1,607.30


                                                                         Charges                                                    


    81046 SLINKARD, RHONDA D             11/30/2011 Reimbursement 10-4   MS/Frame                    0           4.99          38.54


                                                    Reimbursement 11/10  MS Drama                    0          33.55               


    81047 STAFF DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES    11/30/2011 Inv                  Strategies that    9511100003         900.00         900.00


                                                                         speed second                                               


                                                                         language                                                   


                                                                         learning;                                                  


                                                                         Conference; to be                                          


                                                                         attended by Joni                                           


                                                                         Hancock,Lois                                               


                                                                         Englund, Kellie                                            


                                                                         Braaten and                                                


                                                                         Barbara Harmon.                                            


    81048 STAPLES                        11/30/2011 1492598001           DO Supplies                 0         151.79       1,063.91


                                                    1492598002           DO Supplies                 0          15.13               


                                                    1602698001           DO Supplies                 0          13.14               


                                                    183455601            DO Supplies                 0         425.67               


                                                    1873579001           DO Supplies                 0          32.18               


                                                    2056363001           DO Supplies                 0         235.27               


                                                    2136671001           Office Supplies             0          32.18               


                                                    2570343001           Office Supplies             0         158.55               


    81049 STERICYCLE, INC                11/30/2011 3001617155           Medical Waste               0          20.72          20.72


    81050 SUPT PUBLIC INSTRUCTION        11/30/2011 7282                 Open purchase      9701100005       3,315.96       3,552.16


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         commodities                                                


                                                                         2011-2012                                                  


                                                    7283                 Open purchase      9701100005         236.20               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         commodities                                                


                                                                         2011-2012                                                  


    81051 TCI                            11/30/2011 200711               Teacher            1001100083         324.33         324.33


                                                                         Resource/Mosby                                             


    81052 TDS TELECOM                    11/30/2011 2632131 11/7         Open purchase      9701100011       1,518.54       1,518.54


                                                                         order for Phone                                            


                                                                         Service 2011-12                                            


    81053 THE OREGONIAN                  11/30/2011 1909600-             Newspaper          1551100012         121.92         121.92


                                                                         subscription for                                           


                                                                         La Center High                                             


                                                                         School Library                                             


    81054 THE WALL STREET JOURNAL        11/30/2011 Subscription         Wall street        4001000134         107.12         107.12


                                                                         journal                                                    







    81055 THINK4INC                      11/30/2011 P192447              HP 78 cartridge    4001100037          23.95         357.75


                                                    p193069              Toner cartridge    4001100058          44.95               


                                                    P193779              Toner Cartridges;  1001100087         158.90               


                                                                         Winnie's                                                   


                                                                         printer/Staff                                              


                                                                         room printer                                               


                                                    P193804              Toner cartridge    4001100072         129.95               


    81056 TOMBERLIN, LAURA L             11/30/2011 Tuition Reimb        Tuition Pool                0         229.00         229.00 
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    81057 TOTAL FILTRATION SERVICES      11/30/2011 PSV839508            FILTERS            9701100059         247.16         247.16


    81058 TROXELL COMMUNICATIONS         11/30/2011 638437               Projectors,        1701100009       2,717.98       2,717.98


                                                                         Document Cameras                                           


                                                                         and replacement                                            


                                                                         lamps per                                                  


                                                                         attached order                                             


    81059 TYRRELL, KATIE A               11/30/2011 Tuition Pool 9-7     Tuition Pool                0       1,173.60       1,173.60


    81060 U.S. BANCORP EQUIMENT FINANCE, 11/30/2011 190261784            Copier Lease                0         121.55         121.55


    81061 VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT      11/30/2011 17885                Dry Commodities             0          21.75          21.75


    81062 VANDINTER, JILL T              11/30/2011 ASK-11/14            ASK Supplies       9701100012         213.49         213.49


    81063 WASTE CONNECTIONS, INC.        11/30/2011 1068334 11/1         Open purchase      9701100004         292.71       1,711.39


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Garbage/Recycling                                          


                                                                         Service 2011-2012                                          


                                                    126225 11/1          Open purchase      9701100004       1,061.41               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Garbage/Recycling                                          


                                                                         Service 2011-2012                                          


                                                    479592 11/1          Open purchase      9701100004         357.27               


                                                                         order for                                                  


                                                                         Garbage/Recycling                                          


                                                                         Service 2011-2012                                          


    81064 WILSON ENTERPRISES             11/30/2011 158395               OPEN PURCHASE      9701100032         143.37         143.37


                                                                         ORDER FOR MAINT.                                           


                                                                         SUPPLIES/SERVICE                                           


    81065 WOODLAND SCHOOL DIST #404      11/30/2011 304                  Maint/repairs/extr          0       9,687.06      29,627.73


                                                                         a curr/field trip                                          


                                                    November 2011        Unfunded                    0      19,940.67               


                                                                         cost/admin                                                 


    81066 WOODLAND TRUE VALUE            11/30/2011 B87990               MAINT/SUPPLIES     9701100039          36.10          81.26


                                                    B88242               MAINT/SUPPLIES     9701100039          45.16               


    81067 WOODLAND, NAPA AUTO SUPPLY AUT 11/30/2011 550352               MAINT/SUPPLIES     9701100038         947.61       1,135.29


                                                    552035               MAINT/SUPPLIES     9701100038          41.44               


                                                    555215               MAINT/SUPPLIES     9701100038         146.24               


    81068 YMCA OF CLARK  COUNTY          11/30/2011 67809                Phoenix Program    4001100069       2,000.00       2,000.00


                                                                     135   Computer      Check(s) For a Total of         259,532.50 
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                                                                     0     Manual        Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     0     Wire Transfer Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     0     ACH           Checks For a Total of                 0.00







                                                                     135   Computer      Checks For a Total of           259,532.50


                                                          Total For  135   Manual, Wire Tran, ACH & Computer Checks      259,532.50


                                                          Less       0     Voided        Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                                         Net Amount                      259,532.50


                                                       F U N D  S U M M A R Y                                                       


Fund     Description                       Balance Sheet                Revenue                Expense                        Total  


10       General Fund                          -1,946.88                  70.00             261,409.38                   259,532.50
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Monitoring Report - Executive Limitations Policy 
EL-12, Communications with the Public 
 
BOARD POLICY EXPECTATION 


The Superintendent shall not fail to prepare and execute a community/public relations plan 
nor fail to prepare annual school and district progress reports to the public. 
 
CERTIFICATION 


I hereby present my monitoring report on Executive Limitations Policy EL-12 
“Communications with the Public” in accordance with the monitoring schedule set forth in 
board policy. I certify that the information contained in this report is true as of November 
22nd, 2011. 


         Mark Mansell, Superintendent 


 
SUPERINTENDENT’S INTERPRETATION OF POLICY 


I interpret the board’s expectation regarding communication with the public to mean that the 
district must make intentional and consistent efforts to communicate effectively with all 
stakeholders about the performance of the school district and the value it provides.  
Additionally, this expectation is founded on the board’s desire to build upon the trust and the 
goodwill the district enjoys with the community. 


REPORT 
 
There are seven specific areas described in this policy.  The following will address each 
specific area of EL-12 as best as possible. At the time of this report, I believe that the district 
is in full compliance with all seven of these Board expectations. 
 


1. The superintendent shall not fail to establish and maintain strong links with 
community support groups and key communicators to ensure they are kept informed 
and are predisposed to provide support within the community on critical district 
issues to include bond/levy needs.  IN COMPLIANCE 
As a district, we work hard to stay connected to stakeholders, support groups and key 
communicators.  We do this through a variety of sources including personal contact, 
phone calls, Skyward, information meetings, open houses, community service 
activities and support of community activities.   
 
As examples of this effort over the past year, district staff has connected to community 
groups/organizations such as La Center Lions Club (health screening, Walk-n-Knock 
food drive, Fall Carnival, etc.), Elementary PTO, LC Boosters, La Center Educational 
Foundation, Music Association, Community Foundation, Middle School Parent 
Group, City of La Center, La Center ‘Our Days’ Festival, Clark County Youth 
Football, Lewis River Soccer Club, etc. The district’s offering of Community 
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Education programs continues to be strong, and makes many positive connections 
with students, parents and community members with the district beyond the traditional 
school day.  Each building connects with veterans through their Veterans Day 
programs in November.  We have also held a fall community meetings each of the last 
seven years (2005 – Levy, 2006 – Growth Issues, 2007 – Facilities, 2008 – Graduation 
Requirements and Growth Issues, 2009 – Fiscal Challenges Caused by State & Federal 
Budget Reductions, 2010 - General updates, funding and concerns and 2011 – General 
Topics such as math curriculum, pathways to future/graduation, etc.).  These linkages 
have been very valuable for us to gather feedback from stakeholders on district 
programs, to seek advice on direction for the district and to gain information regarding 
compliance with the expectations of the Board.   
 
Each building works hard to connect to parents and community in many ways. The 
following are some examples of these efforts: 
 
ELEMENTARY: There are many ways in which we ensure members of our learning 
community are kept informed of critical district issues.  Some of these ways include PTO 
meetings, Fall and Spring conferences, school newsletters, class newsletters, school website, 
elementary Board reports e-mailed home & to staff, monthly Round Table Talks with Mr. 
Lincoln (starting in January), reader board, concerts, Curriculum Night, meetings with 
individuals, bulletin boards, and mass e-mails. 
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL: The middle school staff communicates with their learning 
community in many different ways.  One key example is the “Principal’s E-Mail List”, 
which has grown from 160 addresses last year to 300 this year.  At each school event 
David has a sign up list to get as many parent email addresses as possible so as to 
share information regularly. He has sent out information through this conduit beyond 
the traditional methods of communication used.  Examples of the types of information 
shared via the principal’s email list are: 


 
• School Board Principal Report 
• Annual Report 
• Surveys/Feedback – e.g. Student surveys are becoming key to improvement. 
• School Changes – e.g. Schedule Change in November. 
• Upcoming Events – Parent Teacher Night, Welcome Back BBQ, Band 


Recitals, etc. 
• Volunteer Opportunities within the middle school. 


 
HIGH SCHOOL: The high school uses a variety of methods to communicate with 
members of their learning community.  Examples of this are: 


• Skyward – this system provides parents with the ability to see their student’s 
grades, teacher’s websites which many include daily lesson plans. 


• School Board Principal Reports – posted on the district website 
• Annual Report – available on the district website and in paper form if 


requested.  
• Booster Club – newly established and working in tandem with the high school. 
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• School Board Showcases – high school presents at least one key point/project 
the students and teachers are working on or have accomplished. 


• Linkage Meetings – provided with the board for students, community, teachers 
and administrators. 


• District Web pages – the high school website is continually being updated. 
• Parent-Link newsletter. 


 
As superintendent, I have also personally met with community groups and worked 
with many committed community members as part of past bond and levy campaigns 
and community efforts to enhance our schools.  I have also attended city council 
meetings, participated in community functions and serve as a member of the La Center 
Lions Club.  


 
2. The superintendent shall not fail to publish and distribute a district newsletter at 


least twice a year, reserving a column for a “From the Board of Directors” article. 
IN COMPLIANCE 
The district publishes a fall and spring newsletter that does include a section for the 
board.  Over the past few years, this section has been used to highlight different board 
members rather than a specific topic from the board.  However, if the board chooses to 
have a specific topic to discuss with the community, this could be easily included. 


 
3. The superintendent shall not fail to use multiple media resources including the 


district website to connect with the community and provide essential information.  
IN COMPLIANCE 
The district uses many forms of communication to provide information to students, 
parents and community about school successes, opportunities and future challenges.  
The website once again continues to serve as a key source of both current information 
as well as archival information for patrons.  We also use traditional methods of 
communication via newsletters, traditional letters, post card notices and the district’s 
reader board.  Additionally, the district continues to use the School Messenger 
phone/email system to communicate with parents regarding emergency situations. 
 
In addition to the above-mentioned methods of communication, we have worked hard 
to provide information to area newspapers (Columbian and Reflector) as requested.  
Examples of this were articles on the Governor’s proposed budget cuts, our move to 
expand kindergarten from 2.5 days a week (average) to 4 full days per week along 
with articles about the lawsuit we are working on from the incidents that occurred in 
1981/3.  I have consistently made myself available to the media (at virtually all hours 
and days, as the main reporters have my personal cell phone number) to answer 
questions and to represent/promote our district.  
 


4. The superintendent shall not fail to promote and enhance the role and public profile 
of the board as the district’s principle connection with the community, and the 
community’s voice in governing the district. IN COMPLIANCE 
Throughout the course of my duties, I have the opportunity to represent the district in 
many different events and various meetings.  In many of these meetings, I have had 
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the opportunity to promote the board and detail some of their actions as the governing 
body for the school district.  Some examples of these meetings include ESD and Clark 
County superintendent meetings, Quality Education Coalition meetings, KWRL 
meetings, WASA meetings, etc. 


 
5. The superintendent shall not fail to include in the annual progress report student 


achievement data and graduation rates, disaggregated by gender, ethnic, 
socioeconomic, disability, and other categories, indicating student progress toward 
accomplishing the Board’s Ends policies. IN COMPLIANCE 
The district’s annual report is available on-line in the community section of the 
district’s website (www.lacenterschools.org).  As allowable by law, the information 
required of the section is included in my Ends-2 policy monitoring report that is 
available online.  Some data only represents a small number of students, and would 
potentially violate their right to privacy.  Therefore, if any information is left out it is 
only due to this situation. 
 


6. The superintendent shall not fail to include in the annual progress report 
information about school and district strategies intended to address achievement 
problems and to accomplish the Board’s Ends policies. IN COMPLIANCE 
Within the district’s annual report (available online), a brief description of what the 
district is working on is included that relates to meeting the Board’s Ends policies.   
 


7. The superintendent shall not fail to include in the annual progress report revenues, 
expenditures, and costs of major programs and elements of district and school 
operations. IN COMPLIANCE 
As stated in number 5 above, the district’s annual report is available on-line in the 
community section of the district’s website (www.lacenterschools.org).  We have also 
expanded information on the website in many other areas.   
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Monitoring Report - Ends Policy  
E-2, Academic Achievement  
  
BOARD POLICY EXPECTATION  
The Board expects each student to develop the academic awareness and cognitive 
capabilities to be a successful learner in a complex and rapidly changing world. 
  
CERTIFICATION  
I hereby present my monitoring report on E-2 “Academic Achievement” in accordance 
with the monitoring schedule set forth in board policy. I certify that the information 
contained in this report is true as of November 22nd, 2011.  
                Mark Mansell, Superintendent  
  
SUPERINTENDENT’S INTERPRETATION OF POLICY  
I interpret Academic Achievement to mean the board expects each student to graduate 
with the essential foundation of academic awareness and cognitive capabilities that will 
support their innate human need to learn for a lifetime. This will be met by students 
achievement of the graduation requirements of the district, which will include the 
necessary knowledge and skills needed to best prepare them for their chosen learning 
pathway and maximize their success at their next step in learning.  As the main measure 
of student success along the journey towards graduation, student groups are expected to 
be above the state averages on the Measure of Student Progress (MSP) and the High 
School Proficiency Exam (HSPE) and/or other state approved measurements such as End 
of Course (EOC) exams for each grade level tested.  In addition, other measures are used 
including but not limited to, overall on-time graduation rates, 8th grade promotion rates, 
DIBELS (Dynamic Indicator of Basic Early Literacy) scores, SME testing progress, SAT 
and ACT test averages, along with state required CBAs (classroom based assessments) in 
social studies, health and fine arts, and AP participation and test success.  Success on 
some of these measures can be gauged by comparing them to the state and/or national 
averages and others can be measured by evidence of continued linear improvement by 
grade band or building. Meeting these targets is the district’s responsibility to provide the 
educational opportunities for students to successfully prepare themselves to meet the 
challenges of a complex and rapidly changing world.   


 
REPORT  


There are four specific areas described in this policy. The following report will address 
each specific area of E-2 as best as possible. At the time of this report, I believe that the 
district is in compliance with the Board’s expectations on two of the four expectations.  
 


1. Read with comprehension, write with skill, and communicate effectively and 
responsibly in a variety of ways and settings (reading and writing). NOT IN 
COMPLIANCE 
  
The following information is a breakdown of the state MSP/HSPE scores for the 
grades tested (La Center School District compared to State Average).  
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For the reading portion of the MSP/HSPE, the district is above the state average 
in all grades except for 3rd and 6th.  The specific scores for our students compared 
to state averages were 68.5% to 73.1% in 3rd grade, 71.9% to 67.3% in 4th grade, 
74.8% to 67.7% in 5th grade, 62.6% to 70.6% in 6th 


 
grade, 63.2% to 56.6% in 7th 


grade, and 72.6% to 68.7% in 8th 
 
grade.  For 10th grade, students in our district 


averaged a 91.5% passage rate for reading compared to an average of 82.6% for 
other 10th graders across the state.   
 
For the writing portion of the MSP/HSPE, the scores for our students were above 
the state averages in fourth grade, yet slightly below in seventh and tenth grades. 
The specific scores for each grade were 64.4% to 61.4% in 4th grade, 67.7% to 
71.0% in 7th 


 
grade and 85.5% to 86.3% in 10th grade.  


 
It is important to note that for the graduating class of 2011, 100% of our students 
were able to ultimately achieve success in passing the reading and the writing 
portion of the HSPE or pass an alternative assessment.  Furthermore, the high 
school as a group met Adequate Yearly Progress in all categories of reading. 


 
 


2. Effectively integrate the core concepts and principles of mathematics; social, 
physical, and life sciences; civics, history, geography; arts, health and fitness so as 
to support their specific learning pathway.  NOT IN COMPLIANCE 
 
The district has access to state MSP/HSPE/EOC testing data in only two of the 
above academic areas (science and math).  The following is a breakdown of these 
scores for the grades tested in a “La Center School District” compared to “State” 
Average format. For math we were above the state average in four of the seven 
grades tested. In science, our students beat the state average across the board. 


 
For the mathematics portion of the state tests (MSP – Measures of Student 
Progress and EOC – End of Course exam), students in our district scored above 
the state average in 4th 


grade (63.2% to 61.4%), 7th 
grade (60.2% to 58.8%), 8th 


grade (60.5% to 50.4%).  The EOC exams at the high school level showed that 
our students were above the state average in both assessments, which is good 
news for the initial effort by students.  The specific scores for EOC Year 1 were 
73.9% for our students compared to 64.3% as the state average, while the EOC 
Year 2  were 84.7% for our students compared to 73.5% across the state.  The 
district scores were below the state average for math on the MSP - 3rd 


grade was 
52.8% to 61.6%, 5th grade was 58.7% to 61.3% and 6th grade had 48.8% to 
58.8%. 
 
As for the science portion of the MSP/HSPE, the specific scores were 5th grade 
had a 59.4% passage rate compared to the state average of 55.7%, while 8th 


grade 
had a 71.8% rate compared to 61.6%.  Finally, our 10th grader passed at a rate of 
60.5% compared to 49.9% for the average science student across the state.   
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It is important to note that we continue to spend significant energy to increase the 
cognitive demand in all of our classrooms and especially in science.  Further 
more, the science staff has worked hard throughout the district to tighten up our 
scope and sequence particularly at the high school level with the help of Amy 
Neiman (one of our high school science teachers).  This work appears to be 
gaining traction in focusing our science instruction on how to help students think 
and we believe this is directly related to their recent success on their state science 
tests.  
 
Finally, for the graduating class of 2011 100% of all students were able to 
ultimately achieve success in passing the math portion of the HSPE, pass an 
alternative assessment or demonstrate successful continued enrollment in math 
courses through their senior year to meet state graduation requirements.  
Furthermore, the elementary, middle and high schools as separate groups met 
Adequate Yearly Progress in all categories of math this year, which is a 
tremendous accomplishment by students and staff. 


 
3. Think analytically, logically and creatively, and integrate experiences and 


knowledge to form reasoned judgments and solve problems (critical thinking). 
IN COMPLIANCE  
 
Raising the cognitive demand of the learning environments have consistently been 
at the core of our work as professional educators, both for our students and for 
ourselves.  Our work of focusing on how to develop learning environments 
grounded in the three learning conditions of our district’s learning model 
(cognitive demand, flow of information and learning trust) has been a consistent 
effort by district staff for several years.  For the past three years we have held 
summer institutes around the learning conditions (cognitive demand, flow of 
information and learning trust) in which most of our staff have participated.  I 
have seen a tremendous increase in intentional lesson design to challenge our 
students by creating learning environments that expect learners to think 
analytically, logically and creatively to solve real problems that have meaning to 
the students. 


 
4. Connect the importance of work and how performance, effort, habits and decisions 


regarding school directly affect future learning opportunities within their specific 
career and educational pathway (work awareness and planning).   
IN COMPLIANCE  


 
Our Pathways to the Future framework continues to be a central component in 
shaping our programs to assist students in connecting their current work to future 
learning/work opportunities.  This framework has helped us develop new, modify 
current as well as eliminate outdated courses/programs in support of their efforts 
to be prepared for maximum success at their next step in learning beyond 
graduation. 
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As examples of how staff have worked to support students in this area, the Career 
Center is providing opportunities for students to meet a variety of college 
representatives both in the building and during college visits.  Within the school 
day, students meet with representatives during their lunch break so they do not 
miss class time.  Additionally, those students who are interested in specific 
careers have the chance to go with Amy Fernandes on tours to job sites, colleges 
and career fairs.  Finally, the high school will once again be hosting a Career Fair 
this upcoming February.  At this career fair, students will get the chance to attend 
four different workshops that can connect them with individuals in various career 
fields.   


 
 
 








Teaching and Learning Update November 2011 
 
Testing/Assessment- We are beginning preparation with the high school biology 
teachers for the new EOC (end of course) assessment in biology this spring.  This test 
will be similar to the current math EOC’s that our students took last spring.  Those 
tests replaced the HSPE (high school proficiency exam) which replaced the WASL 
which…. (sorry, couldn’t resist!)  In addition we’ve added on line testing in reading 
for 7th grade this year.  Last year we had our 6th grade class take the reading 
assessment on line so they will continue to test in this manner and we’ll add another 
group of 6th graders to the mix.  Since we will be forced at some point in the near 
future to do all state testing on line we want to continue to expand our capabilities and 
infrastructure to handle this when it happens. 
 
Curriculum/ Materials Adoption- We will be having our first literacy materials 
review meeting coming up during the second week of December (12/14).  This date 
was moved back a couple of weeks in order to accommodate everyone’s schedule and 
to recruit a student from the high school and middle school.  That being done and 
parent/community members identified we’re ready to begin our initial conversation. 
 
Professional Development- This last Thursday was our first of four, one-hour 
technology offerings for staff after school.  These offerings provide staff with tools 
that help make them more efficient, and better able to use technology to enhance their 
classroom.  Upcoming classes have space if any of you are interested!  They are: 
12/15- google doc’s, 1/19- google forms and 2/23- iPad app’s for the classroom.  
 
Mark Watrin the ESD science specialist will be here on November 30th to work with 
our 3-5 grade science teachers.  Mark is a specialist around the 5th grade MSP 
(formerly the WASL) he will work with our staff to help them connect the state MSP 
testing goals to our science kits that we use in grades 3-5.  This should be a major help 
in filling gaps in our instructional materials that might leave our students with less 
than the best preparation.  
 
I met with six of our K-2 grade math teachers along with Colleen Wing, Bonnie and 
Scott last week to discuss our math program.  My goal was to share, and to listen to 
them concerning community concerns expressed at our last linkage meeting.  I feel 
like this was a great first step in opening a conversation around improving our math 
program for all of our students.  They have picked up the ball on this and are now 
organizing grade level meetings to which they will invite me.  Their initial goal will 
be to address what supplemental instructional materials are being used across each 
grade level to fill real or perceived holes in our core, Investigations 2, curriculum.  
From there we can standardize what everyone is using that works best.  The next step 
will be to find a better and more consistent way to communicate with parents 







concerning the program and to start addressing the concerns brought forward by some 
of our parents. 
 
I have sent an invitation to the 3-5 grade math teachers to begin the same conversation 
with me and the response has been great.  We will be meeting initially before break to 
begin our discussion concerning those same issues in those grade bands. 
 
All but one of the high school math teachers have now taken the compass test at 
Clark.  I might add that Mr. Johnson scored the highest in the history of the test! (are 
we really surprised?)  We will be getting together as a HS math department before 
break to analyze what we learned and develop a “refresher” class for our seniors this 
spring to better prepare them for this test.  In addition we will be able to identify 
where each of the areas of the test are covered (or not covered) in our current 
curriculum and make note of those for future communication to our students.  Our 
initial reaction to this experience is that we will be able to make an immediate impact 
for our seniors this spring and we feel very confident that this issue will be solved 
quickly! 
 
 
CTE (career and technical education)- Since the board approved the surplus of a 
large portion of broken, out-of-date and inappropriate equipment in the metals and 
wood shops we are in the middle of offering those to surrounding districts.  If none of 
those districts are interested we will be selling or scrapping those items to the general 
public and using the funds to support the current program in those areas!  We will be 
having our second CTE (career and technical education) parent advisory meeting the 
week of 12/12.   
 
ELL- Nothing new to report! 
 
Grants- Finalized for the year!  
 
Community Linkage- Our next parent/community resource evening will be Monday 
December 5th @6:30 where I will team with the La Center Police department to 
present information concerning drugs and alcohol and our students!  All are invited! 
 
The results of the community/ parent survey on “district communication” is now 
posted on the front page of the district website.  I received 113 responses from which 
we’ve, once again, gleaned lots of good information for creating better 
communication opportunities between the district and our parents and community. I 
will have an “official” district facebook page ready to go live in the next couple of 
weeks! 
 
 







Dave. 
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Payments have been audited and certified by the Auditing Officer as required by           


RCW 42.24.080, and those expense reimbursement claims certified as required by            


RCW 42.24.090.  Those payments have been recorded on a listing which has been             


made available to the board.                                                              


As of November 22, 2011, the board, by a __________________________ vote, does            


approve for payment those checks (warrants) included in the following list                


and further described as follows:  CLARK CO TREASURER                                     


Check Number 8074 through 8075                                                            


in the total amount of $871.02.                                                           


Secretary    ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


     8074 HOLMES, DAVID RAY              11/01/2011 Reimbursement 10-14  XC-Meet/Rooms               0         438.00         438.00


     8075 TIME FOR KIDS                  11/01/2011 2645420510           2nd, 3rd, 4th and  1401100002         340.20         433.02


                                                                         5th grades; time                                           


                                                                         for kids order                                             


                                                                         Schrock, Stein,                                            


                                                                         Wise, Crandall,                                            


                                                                         Harmon, Sawyer,                                            


                                                                         Hollopeter,                                                


                                                                         Smith, Bussler,                                            


                                                                         Klump                                                      


                                                    2645420510-Poppert   2nd, 3rd, 4th and  1401100002          92.82               


                                                                         5th grades; time                                           


                                                                         for kids order                                             


                                                                         Schrock, Stein,                                            


                                                                         Wise, Crandall,                                            


                                                                         Harmon, Sawyer,                                            


                                                                         Hollopeter,                                                


                                                                         Smith, Bussler,                                            


                                                                         Klump                                                      


                                                                     2     Computer      Check(s) For a Total of             871.02 
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04.11.06.00.00-010029 Check Summary PAGE:        2


                                                                     0     Manual        Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     0     Wire Transfer Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     0     ACH           Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     2     Computer      Checks For a Total of               871.02


                                                          Total For  2     Manual, Wire Tran, ACH & Computer Checks          871.02


                                                          Less       0     Voided        Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                                         Net Amount                          871.02


                                                       F U N D  S U M M A R Y                                                       


Fund     Description                       Balance Sheet                Revenue                Expense                        Total  







40       Associated Student Body Fund               0.00                   0.00                 871.02                       871.02


 
 








La Center High School  
November 15, 2011 


C Curriculum –  One of my goals this year has been to give teachers within 


each department time to collaborate and align curriculum.  After each workshop teachers 
have been very pleased with having this opportunity to share ideas, lesson plans, projects 
and activities.  As we continue to look at ways to support students within each Pathway, 
teachers are bringing specific learning targets to their classes, while still meeting state 
and district standards.  This provides students with a variety of learning opportunities 
while meeting the needs of all learners.  For example, three of our social study teachers, 
Katie Stevens, Kathy Bounds and Rebecca Morris collaborated ‘best teaching practices’ 
and pedagogy for their geography and world history classes. The teachers came away 
from the meeting with a better understanding of each others perception and points of 
interests that they believed where critical to teach in their curricular area.   
 
Our science teachers also met to discuss a variety of options for students to meet the new 
state requirement of three years of science for graduation.  They expressed a concern that 
the traditional track does not meet the needs of all students: Inquiry Science, Biology, 
Chemistry and Physics.  Anatomy and Physiology will alternate with AP Biology.  For 
those students needing a variety of semester offerings instead of full year classes, the 
teachers came up with a list of classes taught in the past as options.  We are also looking 
outside the box at classes that we could create in tandem with the vocational and math 
departments.  As we look at providing multiple options for students within many 
pathways our discussion continued to evolve to non-traditional ideas that are very much a 
work in progress and meets the Board’s Ends policies.  
 
I’ve enjoyed being part of the discussions as teachers are looking ahead and finding ways 
to help maximize learning opportunities on a reduced budget.  The creativity is quite 
extraordinary! 
 


A Athletics & Activities-   


Football:  
• JV completed a football sweep against Stevenson and the varsity traveled to 


Columbia to continue their bid for a share of the league title with a convincing 
win over the Bruins. 


• JV played in a great game versus the Bruins at Columbia. Varsity was to have 
their hands full on Friday playing against undefeated Kalama. At least that is what 
the papers said. The Varsity team forced a 3-way tie by beating the Chinooks 
soundly 49-7. As the #2 seed, we will host Tenino next week in the district 
playoff game. 







• JV finished their season with a win and dousing coach Cooke with water. 
Congratulations guys!! Varsity won their District Crossover game against Tenino 
to earn their seat as one on the 16 best 1A teams in the state.  


• Traveled to Summer HS to face defending State Champion Cascade Christian. It 
was a great game that was scoreless through the first half. Cascade Christian’s 
composure proved to be unshakeable. We lost by a final score of 27-6. 


Volleyball: 
• Varsity played tough against the Rockets but proved to be no match for them. 


Unfortunately they continued that streak in their match against Stevenson. If they 
would have won, they would be in a tie for third with the Bulldogs. Playoffs are 
not out of reach yet!  Competed with an evenly matched Stevenson team but lost 
a heartbreaker in a best of 5 match that took all 5 games. We bounced back with a 
sweep of White Salmon on Thursday. 


• Unfortunately the teams finished their season on a downward slide. We lost our 
last two matches. The ladies played hard this year and had a lot of positive 
experiences. Just not enough to make the playoffs. 


Soccer: 
• JV and Varsity made short work of the Stevenson teams on Tuesday and Varsity 


played very well against Columbia. At this rate Varsity has a good chance of 
finishing in the top 2 in our league. 


• Varsity stumbled against a rejuvenated King’s Way squad but managed to bounce 
back and save their Senior Night by beating Toledo to further solidify our second 
place seed in league. The ladies will start District Playoffs on Tuesday against 
Elma. This game will be played in Kalama at 6:30.  


• Varsity won both their District playoff games in dramatic fashion to be considered 
in the top 16 1A teams in the state of Washington. 


• Played University Prep in the first round of State Playoffs at Sammamish HS. 
UPrep came out very strong scoring 2 goals in the first 10 minutes. Our girls 
could not recover from the onslaught. The game concluded with a final score of 6-
0. 


Golf:  
• Played very well at the district meet. As they have done all year, the boys finished 


behind Ridgefield and Ilwaco for a third place finish in our districts. We are 
sending Derick Rivers and Zach Brown to compete in the State Tournament. 
Andrew Doiron is an alternate.Continued their streak of finishing second to 
Ridgefield and beating Hoquiam on Tuesday. On Thursday we proved to be the 
best on the course beating the other two schools by a minimum of 16 strokes. 


• This season is on pause until the state tournament in the spring. 


 
 
 
 







Cross Country: 
• The girls team competed very well at the league taking first place and the boys 


ran well finishing in second. 


• The girls team ran very well at the district meet barely missing first place by a 
single point! The boy’s team ran well too finishing third. Both teams will travel to 
Pasco on 11/4 to compete in the state meet. 


• Our teams placed very well at the state meet in Pasco on Saturday. The boys team 
placed 8th in state with Kyle DeGraaff leading the way with a 15th place finish. 
Our girls team took the 12th place position in the state standings with Katie 
Whitten being our top finisher in 25th place. 


Cheer: 
• The cheer team performed very well during the cold, wet game on Friday. I am 


sure if it for them and the pep band our football team would have had a much 
tougher time against Kalama. The students that attended the dance had nothing 
but positive things to say. Great Job Cheer Leaders.  


• Continues to brave the elements to support our Football team and inspire our fans!  
Finished the fall season and is preparing for basketball cheer and dance season. 


Activities: 
• Knowledge Bowl hosted a meet on November 2nd. The varsity team placed 3 


overall behind RA Long and Mark Morris, which is first among schools our size. 
JV #2 followed suit in the JV competition and JV #1 finished 8th. This was a great 
opportunity to showcase our facilities and culture to surrounding districts. 


• FBLA attended its Fall Conference at the Kelso Red Lion on October 27th. 19 
future business leaders attended this conference and are excited about competing 
in the spring. 


Winter Sports 
This is our first week of winter practices which means the following teams are 
currently in season: Girls Basketball (18 athletes), Boys Basketball (40 athletes), 
Wrestling (40 athletes), Equestrian (9 athletes), Dance Team (15 athletes) 


 
 


T Teachers –   Congratulations to Lauri Landerholm for being recognized 


and awarded the ‘Trico 1A Assistant Principal of the Year.’  I nominated Lauri last year 
for the outstanding work she does with students, parents and staff.  She has been an 
outstanding resource and strong member of the high school administrative staff for the 
past seven years.  Lauri was instrumental in helping me my first year as building 
principal and continues to support all stakeholders.  I’m very proud of her and grateful to 
have her on our leadership team. 
 







Jeremy Dell, our first year band/choir director, presented a wonderful concert last week.  
Jazz Band opened the concert with a variety of familiar tunes.  He had the band on the 
stage and for the first time in many years we enjoyed the use of the grand piano.  The 
Jazz Band sounded great! 
 
The Choir walked in very professional onto the platforms in front of the stage area.  As a 
former choral director, I must say I was impressed.  Our students performed three songs, 
all without the piano, and they sounded so very musical.  This is typically something 
done by larger school groups and/or in the spring . . . rarely in the fall.   
 
The LCHS Concert Band presented a powerful and musical performance.  Mr. Dell 
selected a variety of challenging songs that required skill and precision.  They rose to the 
occasion!  This concert was exciting and very enjoyable.  I believe our students and 
parents are very happy with this new hire and we all are looking forward to what he will 
continue to bring to our school. 


S Students-   Mrs. Krem, the 9th / 10th grade counselor is offering a new lunch 


time program called ‘Study Skills Boot Camp’ for students that have a D and/or F in any 
class.  They will meet in the library or conference room bringing their lunch to the 
workshop.  Parents are very supportive that students will get additional support in 
organizational and study skills.  Mrs. Krem and I are continuing to gather data to 
determine specific skills students need to master the transition from 8th grade into high 
school.   
 
The student ‘Forum’ is up and running again this year.  This is a group of students that 
represent different interest groups throughout the school and meet twice a month to 
discuss the climate and culture of the school.  No adult attends the meeting, but they 
report to me the outcome of the meeting.  Many students selected have participated in the 
Phoenix Program.  These students bring important leadership skills to the discussion 
group and are able to recognize the importance of working together.  I’m very proud of 
these students and support their ideas and energy as they take on important issues that all 
high schools address.  We really have great students at La Center High School and this is 
a result of empowering our learners. 
 
Lastly, I’m very excited to inform you that for the first time in many years, we have a 
student selected to sing in the All-State Symphonic Choir.  Blake Johnston, freshman, 
was one of four high school students that auditioned for one of the two All-State choirs.  
Mr. Dell and Mrs. Slinkard helped each student with the auditions, the CD was sent to 
Olympia and we have a winner!  Students from across the state were selected to perform 
in the All-State Symphonic Choir, Girls Choir, Orchestra and/or Band.  Blake is very 
excited about this opportunity which will take place at the state music convention in 
Yakima in February.  We are so pleased to have him represent our school! 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Carol Patton 
LCHS Principal 
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Procedure 2020P 


Curriculum Development and Adoption of Instructional Materials 


Instructional Materials Committee: Scope and Schedule 
The instructional materials committee (IMC) is formed to establish and monitor such procedures 
as may be necessary for the selecting, adopting and discarding of instructional materials owned 
and used by the district. The committee will act upon requests for text approval and removal and 
will evaluate and act upon citizens' requests for reconsideration of instructional materials. The 
function of the committee IMC is to insure that materials are selected in conformance to stated 
criteria. Regular committee mMeetings will be held as needed at least every other month on a 
schedule to be set by the committee IMC chairman at the beginning of each school year. Special 
meetings may be called if necessary.  


Instructional Materials Committee Membership 
Theis committee IMC shall consist of the curriculum director Teaching and Learning adminis-
trator, librarian, and a parent and teacher representative from each building.  
Members shall be appointed by the superintendent or designee. The curriculum director Teach-
ing and Learning administrator will serve as chairman and the librarian will serve as the secre-
tary.  


Duties 
The committee IMC, with the approval of the superintendent or designee, shall establish and 
monitor such procedures as may be necessary for the implementation of this policy.  


Citizens Participation in the Instructional Materials Process 
Should a citizen wish to make a formal protest regarding specific material used in the school sys-
tem, he/she must use the form for requesting reconsideration of instructional materials. These 
forms are available in the district office. A request to remove an item from the schools or limit its 
use will be acted upon by the committee IMC. A written decision will be delivered to the com-
plainant within two months. Any appeal of this decision must be delivered in writing to the su-
perintendent within two weeks. The board will make final decisions on appeals.  


Selection of Instructional Materials: Responsibilities 
The principal is responsible for insuring the continuing familiarity of his/her certificated staff 
with the requirements of this policy and procedure. The district office shall provide such tech-
nical assistance as may be necessary to accomplish this.  


Initial Selection 
Texts and supplemental materials shall be initially selected by such certificated staff as the su-
perintendent or designee may appoint. Texts are major instructional materials for a given course. 
Supplemental materials are supporting materials used in support of the texts, additional 
sets of books (more than five copies) and other classroom wide materials used by the teach-
er to support the texts. 


Supplementary Enrichment materials are copies of books (five or less copies) and other aux-
iliary materials to support the lessons, and shall be selected by certificated staff using such 
materials with the understanding that while such materials do not require item-by-item approval 
of the committee IMC, they must be selected under the criteria detailed below and are subject to 
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normal reconsideration procedures. Supplementary Enrichment materials supplement support 
the major text of a course and are held in five or fewer copies in a given classroom. 


(Trial-use texts of an experimental, pilot nature may be authorized for use by the superintendent 
or designee for a period of no more than one school year prior to board approval for general use 
throughout the district).  


Approval 
Texts and supplemental materials shall be approved by the committee before being recom-
mended to the Board for approval. Supplementary Enrichment materials shall not require 
committee IMC approval and only require the teacher and principal approval.  


Adoption 
Texts and supplemental materials shall be adopted by the board prior to their use in class-
rooms. Texts and supplemental materials selected previously are exempt from this require-
ment.  
Supplementary Enrichment materials shall not require board adoption. 


The secretary for curriculum and instruction Teaching and Learning will provide department 
heads, principals, and program developers with copies of the committee IMC’s meeting schedule 
at the beginning of each school year.  


Tasks And Time Lines 
Textbooks can be approved at any scheduled committee IMC meeting and sent for adoption at 
the next board meeting.  Recommended instructional materials will be presented to the 
school Board at a workshop meeting for review prior to the Board meeting where approval 
will be requested. Requests to deviate from this timeline should be forwarded to the secretary 
for curriculum and instruction Teaching and Learning.  
District curriculum adoption review forms for texts and supplementary materials are available 
from the curriculum and instruction Teaching and Learning administrator to help text selec-
tors follow the above criteria. Selections which receive “fair” or “poor” ratings on any items 
should be avoided. 


Conditions for Loan and Sale of Instructional Materials 
Free textbooks and other instructional materials may be made available for loan to students 
when, in the judgment of the board members, the best interests of the district will be served by 
such a decision. The professional staff will maintain records necessary for the proper accounting 
of all instructional materials and will set forth conditions for student replacement of lost or badly 
damaged materials.  
District instructional materials which students are not required to own may be made available to 
students who wish to purchase them. New and used materials currently utilized in the instruc-
tional program will be sold at the replacement cost of each item. Used materials no longer in 
basic or supplementary use will be sold at a price reflecting the depreciated value of the materi-
als. Instructional materials that do not meet current district standards for subject content, sex bal-
ance, ethnic content or are not repairable may be declared obsolete by the superintendent or de-
signee and disposed of per district policy.  
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Removal of Instructional Materials 
Instructional materials may be removed from collections at any time that they no longer meet the 
criteria for initial selection outlined in “Criteria for Selection of Instructional Material.” Any in-
structional materials may be removed when the administration judges such removal to be in the 
best interests of the district. Ordinary procedures for withdrawal of materials are outlined below:  


A. Texts shall be removed from collections by the committee IMC based on the criteria for 
selection in this procedure and on the availability of suitable replacement materials.  


B. Supplementary materials shall be removed from collections by individual certificated 
staff holding such collections based on the criteria for selection in this procedure and on 
the availability of suitable replacement materials.  


Citizens are invited to review any instructional materials in current use or proposed for district 
purchase. Such review may be accomplished at the school. The review and examination process 
should be arranged in a way to avoid disrupting the educational program. The review of materi-
als should be undertaken with the knowledge of district objectives in mind.  
A citizen wishing to protest use of any instructional materials in the school system must use the 
form for requesting reconsideration of instructional materials. These forms are available from the 
district office. The complainant will deliver the completed request form to the instructional mate-
rials secretary for curriculum and instruction, who will work with the district curriculum director 
Teaching and Learning administrator to take the following steps to assure timely considera-
tion of requests:  


A. Set a time and place for an open hearing of the complaint by the instructional materials 
committee. Such hearing shall be within 30 days of the secretary's receipt of the complet-
ed request form.  


B. Notify the complainant and appropriate staff, including those using the materials, of the 
time and place of the meeting. Such notification shall include an invitation to present rel-
evant information, oral or written.  


C. Assemble such data, including reviews and professional opinions of the materials, the 
staff member's objectives in using the materials, and the specific objections of the com-
plainant, as may be necessary for the committee IMC to properly judge the request for 
reconsideration.  


Hearings of a citizen's request for reconsideration shall be open to the public. The committee 
IMC shall consider all matters presented and give reasonable credit to such matters according to 
the weight to which they are reasonably entitled. Decisions shall be by majority vote of the 
committee IMC. Decisions of the committee IMC shall be delivered in writing to the complain-
ant and affected staff within 10 days.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date: June 26th, 2007, Revised TBD 








Elementary Board Report 
 
A Paws-itive Community  Learning and Playing Together 


Our theme for the month of November is gratitude.  We are thankful for many things in 
our lives.  We appreciate what people do for us.  We show gratitude to our families, our 
teachers, our friends, and our community.  Due to the hard work of many, we have much 
to be grateful for.  The following shares just a bit of what our Paws-itive learning 
community has worked to be grateful for. 
 
Kindergarten Led Veterans’ Day Assembly 


Our kindergarten teachers and students created and led our Veterans’ Day assembly last 
week.  It was a wonderful tribute to our country and those who have given so much for 
our freedom.  We enjoyed and sang patriotic songs (such as You’re a Grand Old Flag, 
This Land is Your Land, and God Bless America).  Bill Hillgaertner, grandfather of 


Hunter Mallicoat, a retired Marine and Watch 
D.O.G., shared a tribute to our veterans.  Mrs. 
Wise’ class signed (American Sign Language) 
the Pledge of Allegiance as we recited.  Four of 
our students (Tucker Harrington, Maddi 
Osborne, Brandon Ell, and Ashlynn Evans) 
presented a skit entitled “Who is a veteran?”.  
We also enjoyed a beautiful rendition of 
America the Beautiful sung by our very own 
Brenda McKay.  Five of our students (Eric Firl, 


Laynie Erickson, Sierra Harris, Logan Reed, and Calvin Robinson) posted and retired the 
colors.  Carsten Robinson played an impressively accurate rendition of Taps for the 
retiring of the colors.  Local veterans and parents were very kind to join us for the 
celebration.  I can say that I truly enjoyed our time together and better understand what it 
means to be a veteran.  It was another example of our students and community honoring 
and supporting others in our learning community. 
 
Exciting Field Work 


Our Mobius climbing wall has arrived, and Colf Construction has started work to install 
it on the field side of campus.  I am very excited to see the work begin.  Our Mobius 
climbing wall will give our students yet another 
option for healthy exercise during recesses.  It 
will provide opportunities for our students to 
utilize what they have learned in PE on our gym 
traverse climbing wall.  It also adds an artistic 
touch to our campus.  Many students have 
enjoyed spending some recess time watching 
excavation and installation.  Colf Construction is 
adding a large sand box which will have sand and 
concrete borders for seating.  We will purchase 
brushes, bury petrified wood (donated by our very own John Parsons), and add artificial 
fossils students can discover.  While we are at it, Colf Construction has also put in a 
gravel path from the blacktop to the track so that we do not need to close it in inclement 
weather due to high traffic and mud.  All this would not have been possible without the 







support of $5000 from our PTO and our students’ work through our fundraisers.  It all is 
estimated to be finished next week.  You might want to come check it out.   
 
Student Recognition 


Mrs. Crandall’s class has been working hard to help us find the best way(s) to recognize 
our students for special or extraordinary accomplishments.  They wrote and shared letters 
and posters asking for the opportunity to consider starting up student of the month 
celebrations.  We talked and students started work on the next phase, finding out what 
our students really want.  Who would know better?  Mrs. Crandall’s students created a 
survey and supported classes in responding to them.  Altogether, they received 504 
responses, a pretty impressive number for a survey.  They then compiled the data and put 
it into a usable format to find patterns.  Students presented this data, which helped us to 
realize that our students do want to be recognized by other people, not only their teachers.  
Data also showed that students would like their pictures posted and to receive certificates.  
This was all taken to our building council, made up of staff representatives.  Mrs. 
Crandall’s students will soon take the input from our building council and lead the way to 
making meaningful (to students) student recognition a reality.  I look forward to seeing 
the results.  This is just another example of our students helping to create a Paws-itive 
Community. 
 


4-Square 


As you know, 4-Square has had a rough few years.  It has not always led to the kind of 
behavior we believe is beneficial for our students.  We even stopped playing it for a 
period of time.  This has not lessened student yearning to play again.  They have 


effectively shared their desire to re-instate the 
game at recesses and helped us to get it back on a 
limited basis last school year.  The most common 
way to play was to have a Watch D.O.G. lead 
games.  We sometimes saw long lines of excited 
players waiting to get into 4-Square games.  Safe 
to say, while enjoying the attention, not all Watch 
D.O.G.S. wanted to play 4-Square every recess at 
every moment.  This year, students and 
playground teachers worked together to come up 
with what felt like conditions for success.  4-


Square was started up on a larger scale with some changes, including mandatory student 
referees (wearing a badge on a lanyard to show others who they are) who are not playing 
the game.  We have completed a trial period, and I have to say it has gone quite well.  
Students have worked hard to support each other in an activity that is important to them.  
I have once again been impressed with students’ abilities and will to effectively solve 
problems and find solutions. 
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Superintendent’s Report 
November 18th, 2011 
 
LEARNING UPDATE 
 
• Core Competencies – The work on our draft Core Competencies continues along well.  


There have been contributions from across the district by staff to enhance the original draft 
that was shared with the Board earlier in the year.  Attached is the most current version of the 
Core Competencies for your review.  One important point to note is that the three parts of the 
Core Competencies are now linked to the three conditions of the learning model.  The 
following three items in my learning update will share some of the steps we have gone 
through to make these adjustments as well as highlight what appears to be shaping up to be 
another important breakthrough in our ability to collect evidence of learning utilizing our 
learning model. 


• District Leadership Team – Our district leadership team has for several weeks been 
working on the instructional frameworks behind the State’s effort to redesign the teacher and 
principal evaluation process.  We have been trying to learn from these frameworks, but we 
continually come back to our own learning model as the most powerful tool to define, reflect 
upon and learn about our own practice.  From this point in our learning, we returned to the 
work of completing learning walks in the buildings with a focus of how we use our learning 
model to collect evidence around a building specific problem of practice (similar to the 
structure we are headed for with evaluations of staff).  We started in the middle school 
looking for evidence of student learning via how they were communicating their learning.  In 
our post-learning walk discussion, the concept of learner confidence began to emerge as a 
way of expressing the energy levels we were perceiving from students.  The idea of “learning 
value” and “learning risk” as variables in how to increase learner confidence surfaced and 
generated much discussion.  We decided to continue this line of thinking at our next LT 
meeting. 


• Old Dog 3 Learning Team – We held our first OD team meeting after school following the 
above mentioned leadership team meeting, so the ideas we talked about at LT were still fresh 
in our minds.  The focus of this elementary OD team were to bring the Core Competencies 
alive for students by making them more visible and engaging students in developing ways to 
express the Core Competencies for themselves and other students outside of their own 
classrooms/learning teams.  Because of the rich discussion we had just had at leadership team 
that afternoon, I asked if I could share with them what we talked about as I thought it 
connected to their work and needed their perspectives.  What ensued was a three-hour 
discussion on not only Learning Confidence, but also how the Core Competencies 
could/should be expanded to reflect our district learning model more fully and include all 
three of the learning conditions.  Their work is both expressed in the next item (Learning 
Confidence Equation) and the attached draft of the Core Competencies. 


• Learning Confidence Equation – This equation is an expression of what we explored as 
three variables that could be utilized to measure what might make-up what we see as learning 
energy manifested as “confidence” of the learner to learn.  The three variables are Learning 
Value, Learning Risk and Learning Support.  All three of these variables are perceptions 
from the point of view of the learner.  With these variables now seen by us as leading to 
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learning confidence and they are perception based, we could collect this data directly from 
students and then measure changes relative to changes teachers make in their learning 
environment via lesson design alterations.  As you can see in the diagram below, Learning 
Value is connected to Cognitive Demand, Learning Risk is connected to Learning Trust and 
finally Learning Support is linked to Flow of information.  Our Evidence Collection Array 
(the document you used when we did learning walks) are the visual, auditory and product 
evidences to collect to see if lessons are engaging the learner.  The breakthrough for us is we 
believe we can now collect student perception data to augment our direct data collection in a 
more meaningful and authentic way.  I hope that makes some sense, because for us it is 
pretty exciting and we have lots to work on over the coming months as we explore this new 
line of thinking.  More on this work as it emerges. 
 


(     ) (     ) (     )++
Learning


Confidence
Learning
Value


Learning
Risk


Learning
Support=


Learning Confidence is equal to the sum of the Learning Value of the 


experience as perceived by the learner, the Learning Risk present to 


the learner within the learning environment, and the Learning Support 
available to and determined by the learner.


Positive (+)


Negative (-)


Low (+)


High (-)


Ample (+)


Limited (-)


Cognitive Demand Learning Trust Flow of Information


Classroom Conditions that Impacts Learning Confidence


Learning Confidence


 
BOARD UPDATE 
• Budget Update – The November forecast for State revenues was just released and they are 


predicting a decline in revenue that is equal to a decline in caseloads (a.k.a. expenditures).  
Therefore, the hole didn’t get any worse in reality, but it definitely didn’t get better.  
Therefore, they are still shooting for filling a $2 Billion dollar deficit for the 2011-13 budget.  
Also, when Representative Rivers was in the district on Monday, she stated to us that the 
Governor will be taking Levy Equalization off the table in her final budget proposal to the 
legislature due to the tremendous back-lash that was building around that idea.  With that 
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said, the budget hole is still there and the cuts need to come from somewhere.  Therefore, we 
will have to keep an eye out for where she will be getting the $150 million dollars that she 
was thinking about getting from levy equalization cuts.  Her proposal is expected to be out 
shortly so hopefully I will have more information at the upcoming Board meeting. 


• ADA Work at Football Field – Thanks to the gracious gift of some community members 
who are avid football fans, we received a gift of donated gravel for the football field to 
eliminate some muddy spots that developed this fall near the smaller bleachers near the 
concession stand.  Additionally, these patrons were also concerned about ADA access for 
handicapped individuals so we took advantage of their gift and also asked Bob Colf (who had 
his crew here working on the new elementary climbing wall near the round building – this 
project was paid for by the PTO) to complete some leveling and compacting for us.  It is 
looking very nice and will allow for greater access by patrons who have mobility needs.  
Furthermore, next year we will be trying to create a Senior Citizen parking area (which will 
include handicap parking) near the football field as a way to support their participation in 
attending games on the field.  I wanted to share this information with you as it all started 
from a generous gift and a problem solving effort by some of our community members who 
care about our success.  We listened and addressed their ideas in a low-cost effort to provide 
greater value for our community.  FYI. 


 
I think that is all for now. Please give me a call if you have any questions.  Talk with you later. 
 


Mark 
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Payments have been audited and certified by the Auditing Officer as required by           
RCW 42.24.080, and those expense reimbursement claims certified as required by            
RCW 42.24.090.  Those payments have been recorded on a listing which has been             
made available to the board.                                                              


As of November 22, 2011, the board, by a __________________________ vote, does            
approve for payment those checks (warrants) included in the following list                
and further described as follows:  CLARK CO TREASURER                                     
Check Number 8076 through 8106                                                            
in the total amount of $16,349.35.                                                        


Secretary    ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        
PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


     8076 ANDERSON'S                     11/30/2011 552346               Supplies for       
4401100049         336.43         336.43
                                                                         homecoming                                                 
     8077 ARAVE, KRISTEN A               11/30/2011 Reimbursment 11/2    Knowledge Bowl              
0          16.98          16.98
     8078 ATHLETES CORNER CORP           11/30/2011 67693                Football helmet    
4401100059         346.24         346.24
     8079 Calvi, LORRI                   11/30/2011 REIMBURSEMENT        Popcorn Machine             
0         120.00         120.00
                                                                         repair                                                     
     8080 CASH AND CARRY UNITED GROCERS  11/30/2011 104383               Open P O           
4401100006         180.75         664.54
                                                    105744               Open P O           
4401100006         195.47               
                                                    109727               Open P O           
4401100006          62.50               
                                                    111499               Open P O           
4401100006         168.71               
                                                    112142               Open P O           
4401100006          57.11               
     8081 CORWIN BEVERAGE CO.            11/30/2011 57006                Open po            
4401100007         167.05         470.28
                                                    88401                Open po            
4401100007         288.23               
                                                    89152                Open po            
4401100007          15.00               
     8082 EVERGREEN FOOTBALL OFFICIALS   11/30/2011 143                  Football           
4401100025         559.48       1,727.28
                                                                         Officials                                                  







                                                    91                   Football           
4401100025         559.48               
                                                                         Officials                                                  
                                                    92                   Football           
3401100010         608.32               
                                                                         officials                                                  
     8083 FRED MEYER  STORES             11/30/2011 539718               Homecoming         
4401100070         175.39         175.39
                                                                         supplies                                                   
     8084 GETAWAY CHARTERS               11/30/2011 10282011-3           Young Astronauts   
3401100020         962.49         962.49
                                                                         field trip                                                 
     8085 HERITAGE TROPHIES              11/30/2011 6922                 Open PO for        
4401100012          68.98         171.23
                                                                         2011-2012 school                                           
                                                                         year                                                       
                                                    6943                 Open PO for        
4401100012         102.25               
                                                                         2011-2012 school                                           
                                                                         year                                                       
     8086 HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC CATERING   11/30/2011 192511               Homecoming D J     
4401100064         650.00         650.00
     8087 HILL, ROBERT R                 11/30/2011 Reimbursement 1104   HS/Fundraiser               
0          49.62          49.62
     8088 HOCKINSON HIGH SCHOOL          11/30/2011 Oct 14               Cross Country      
4401100061          50.00          50.00
                                                                         invite                                                      
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Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        
PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


     8089 IMAGINEERING ADVERTISING, INC  11/30/2011 11313                Spirit Wear        
4401100057       1,696.39       1,696.39
     8090 LA CENTER MIDDLE SCHOOL ASB    11/30/2011 1009                 MS Advisory                 
0          11.96         772.63
                                                    1010                 ASB/Advisory                
0          33.26               
                                                    1011                 ASB Sales                   
0         152.48               
                                                    1012                 ASB Fundr                   
0         403.65               
                                                    1013                 Refund                      
0         100.00               
                                                    1014                 Football Banquet            
0          61.66               
                                                    1015                 Advisory Supplies           
0           9.62               
     8091 LA CENTER ELEM ASB             11/30/2011 1773                 FT Refund                   







0           8.60         290.47
                                                    1775                 Refund for                  
0           5.00               
                                                                         recorder                                                   
                                                    1776                 BC Store prizes             
0          76.87               
                                                    1777                 Assembly on                 
0         200.00               
                                                                         3/9/12                                                     
     8092 METZGER FUNDRAISING            11/30/2011 41102                Soccer fundraiser  
4401100071       1,043.00       1,043.00
     8093 PARTY CITY                     11/30/2011 405                  Homecoming         
4401100047          84.27          84.27
                                                                         decorations                                                
     8094 PORT TOWNSEND HIGH SCHOOL      11/30/2011 Email                Cross country      
4401100014         100.00         100.00
                                                                         invite                                                     
     8095 RIVERSIDE GOLF COURSE          11/30/2011 Attached             Golf Districts     
4401100068          96.00          96.00
     8096 SCHOLASTIC CLASSROOM MAGAZINE  11/30/2011 M4574883Add          Scholastic News    
1401000022         103.75         103.75
                                                                         order 1st and 2nd                                          
                                                                         grades.                                                    
     8097 SOUTHWEST OFFICIALS SERVICES   11/30/2011 2907                 Girls soccer       
4401100024         317.24         775.06
                                                                         officials                                                  
                                                    2939                 Girls soccer       
4401100024         172.18               
                                                                         officials                                                  
                                                    3008                 GBB officials      
3401100011         285.64               
     8098 SUPLAY                         11/30/2011 SI-178575            Skin Creme         
3401100019          50.65          50.65
     8099 THINK4INC                      11/30/2011 P193016              Ink cartridges     
4401100055          47.70          72.55
                                                    P193818              Ink Cartridges     
4401100073          24.85               
     8100 TIME FOR KIDS                  11/30/2011 2645420510-Harmon    2nd, 3rd, 4th and  
1401100002         109.20         109.20
                                                                         5th grades; time                                           
                                                                         for kids order                                             
                                                                         Schrock, Stein,                                            
                                                                         Wise, Crandall,                                            
                                                                         Harmon, Sawyer,                                            
                                                                         Hollopeter,                                                
                                                                         Smith, Bussler,                                            
                                                                         Klump                                                      
     8101 TRI-MOUNTAIN GOLF COURSE       11/30/2011 fees                 Boys golf fees     
4401100017       1,132.00       1,132.00
     8102 TURK, DONNA M                  11/30/2011 Reimbursement 10/24/ HS Student                  
0          42.38         104.21
                                                                         Activity                                                   
                                                    Reimbursement 10/25  Homecoming                  
0           5.00               







                                                                         decorations                                                
                                                    Reimbursement 10/31  HS Student                  
0          56.83               
                                                                         Activity                                                   
     8103 TYRRELL, KATIE A               11/30/2011 Tuition              MS Pep Assembly             
0           5.34           5.34
     8104 VANC BOARD OF OFFICIALS        11/30/2011 120                  Volleyball         
4401100023         592.06       1,258.70
                                                                         Officials                                                   
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Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        
PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


                                                    88                   Volleyball         
4401100023         530.60               
                                                                         Officials                                                  
                                                    89                   VB officials       
3401100005         136.04               
     8105 WIAA                           11/30/2011 8964                 Labor and Ind.     
4401100021       2,119.05       2,119.05
                                                                         fees                                                       
     8106 WOODLAND SCHOOL DIST #404      11/30/2011 0304                 Field trip                  
0         710.60         795.60
                                                    Sept 9               Spring football    
4401100044          85.00               
                                                                         jamboree                                                   


                                                                     31    Computer      
Check(s) For a Total of          16,349.35 
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                                                                     0     Manual        
Checks For a Total of                 0.00
                                                                     0     Wire Transfer 
Checks For a Total of                 0.00
                                                                     0     ACH           
Checks For a Total of                 0.00
                                                                     31    Computer      
Checks For a Total of            16,349.35
                                                          Total For  31    Manual, Wire 
Tran, ACH & Computer Checks       16,349.35
                                                          Less       0     Voided        







Checks For a Total of                 0.00
                                                                                         
Net Amount                       16,349.35


                                                       F U N D  S U M M A R Y                                                       


Fund     Description                       Balance Sheet                Revenue                
Expense                        Total  
40       Associated Student Body Fund            -117.03                   0.00              
16,466.38                    16,349.35
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Monitoring Report - Executive Limitations Policy 
EL-14, Academic Program 
 
BOARD POLICY EXPECTATION 


The Superintendent shall not fail to adopt and develop an academic program for the district to 
enable students to meet content standards and to achieve the Board’s Ends policies.  
 
CERTIFICATION 


I hereby present my monitoring report on Executive Limitations Policy EL-14 “Academic 
Program” in accordance with the monitoring schedule set forth in board policy. I certify that 
the information contained in this report is true as of November 22nd, 2011. 


       Mark Mansell, Superintendent 
 
SUPERINTENDENT’S INTERPRETATION OF POLICY 


I interpret the board’s expectation regarding the academic program of the district that it needs 
to be challenging, appropriate, and supportive to a wide-variety of learners.  The academic 
programs must also be regularly evaluated for effectiveness.  This policy also expects that I 
ensure the approved curriculum of the district is what the faculty teaches.  I further interpret 
this policy to expect appropriate and timely notification of pending significant changes and/or 
alterations to programs or course offerings to the board and stakeholders as required.  


REPORT 
 
There are four specific areas described in this policy.  The following will address each area of 
EL-14 as best as possible. At the time of this report, I believe that the district is in compliance 
with each of these Board expectations. 
 


1. The superintendent shall not fail to develop and implement an academic program 
that is research-based, provides access and challenge for all, is complete, is 
culturally responsive, comprehensively uses resources, encourages innovation, and 
considers class size and organization.  IN COMPLIANCE 
Researching, reviewing and selecting curriculum is a critically important part of the 
process, whether it is part of the pre-adoption or post-adoption process… but it is only 
a part of a larger effort.  All instructional materials must be integrated into the learning 
environment through the teacher in support of students and then continually reviewed 
to determine if these materials and our awareness of how to use them are supporting 
students effectively.  


 
This past year, we have continued our work in the area of mathematics across the 
district utilizing a continuous improvement process.  Rather than simply rely on 
outside agencies to tell us what are effective, research based instructional materials 
(which we do verify before initial adoption), we are getting stronger as an organization 
at focusing more on our own post-adoption research.  We do this by listening to our 
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students and parents, reviewing what we expected from the materials adopted and 
comparing what the results were relative to student success and then making the 
necessary adjustments needed to support our students in future learning efforts.  I am 
pleased to note that much of the “adopt materials, we teach it and if they don’t learn it 
too bad” mindset is long gone in our district.  We now see our post-adoption work as 
some of the most important steps in the process.   


 
As part of this effort we are beginning to do our own “action” research on what is 
needed for students, what changes are necessary to make to our curriculum and 
instructional materials and then go about filling these needs or making the necessary 
adjustments called for in support of student learning.  One example of this type of 
action research involved the feedback that some of our students failed to pass the 
Compass test at Clark College even though they were successful in our math program.  
This feedback motivated our high school math team (along with Dave Holmes) to 
decide they would all go down to Clark College and take the community college’s 
Compass test for themselves so they could learn first hand what math abilities were 
needed for this test.  Furthermore, they wanted to learn the kind of learning confidence 
math students need to have in order to be ready to successfully take this math entrance 
exam.  To me, this is a great example of how our teachers are being learners for 
themselves first before they ask their students to learn. 
 
Finally, selecting the instructional materials and supporting teachers through 
professional learning efforts utilizing information on how do our adopted materials 
and our professional practices support students more than ever is central to our 
thinking.  Weaving together the professional learning structures (i.e. Lab Classroom 
Projects, Old Dogs, LCMGs, etc.) as an ongoing journey with the collection of  
evidence on student success has helped the staff reflect even more on their practice.  
This continues to be the centerpiece of our learning to learn model.   
 
If we can’t learn to improve our own practice as staff, then doesn’t it seem odd that we 
would expect students to learn when we fight it ourselves?  I continue to be pleased 
with how staff have really taken a hold of this concept and are extremely willing to 
change their practice and adjust in how they create learning environments when 
student evidence shows things are not working. In short, we assume learners want to 
learn and if they don’t, then something with the learning environment needs to change. 


 
2. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that faculty know and teach the adopted 


curriculum.  IN COMPLIANCE 
As stated in #1 above, staff continues to work hard to learn, harness the potential and 
adjust as necessary our math instructional materials as well as other newly adopted 
instructional materials.  Built around the concept of we as professional educators need 
to make sure we are learning about our own practice if we expect to maximize the 
opportunity for students to learn, my greatest opportunity for learning is from the 
district leadership team.  We continue to spend the bulk of our meeting times focused 
on improving our own instructional practice and ability to learn.  This effort has 
allowed us to become better as instructionally focused leaders rather than simply 
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managers.  This shift in our focus creates a learning drive that motivates us to own the 
curriculum along side of staff rather than simply provide quality control.  Evidence of 
this focus can clearly be seen each month in the principals’ board reports. 
 


3. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure the regular monitoring and evaluation of 
the academic program and make appropriate modifications in practice and content.  
IN COMPLIANCE 
With this being our fourth year of the current math instructional materials adoption 
cycle, we have continued to challenge ourselves to review the effectiveness of these 
materials as part of working towards helping students achieve the Ends.  The 
chronological order for this effort is communicated within the updated district 
“Curriculum Review Sequence” which was presented to the board previously and is 
linked publically on our website.   
 
Two current processes support the work in this area just since the recent community 
linkage meeting where math was a topic of discussion.  Dave Holmes has met with the 
K-2 math teachers and developed a plan to move forward grade level by grade level to 
evaluate our curriculum and has a meeting set for the same review with the grade 3-5 
team.  As stated in #2 above, the high school math team has taken the community 
college’s “Compass” test to help them evaluate our instructional materials and 
curriculum based on this test as a real life application for our students.  The high 
school math team is now in the process of working to enhance our scope and sequence 
to address their findings from them personally taking this test and to then provide 
support for students preparing to take the Compass test as part of an outside the 
classroom experience.  


 
I would once again like to seize this opportunity to point out the fact that this idea of 
regular monitoring and evaluation process is actually built upon the work of the Board 
within the Policy Governance model.  Even though I have consistently shared this 
point with the Board, it is worthy of repeating.  The Board leading the way in the work 
of learning for staff has now become more of the rule rather than the exception 
throughout the entire organization.  As a volunteer Board, please remember the 
importance of your commitment to this process at the Board level and how it creates 
powerful motivation throughout the entire organization. 
 


4. The superintendent shall not fail to report to the Board (and provide sufficient 
advance notice to the public on) significant changes, deletions or addition of 
programs and courses of study.  IN COMPLIANCE 
I would point to board reports by our principals as well as Dave Holmes and myself, 
along with presentations and conversations indirectly and directly to the board as 
evidence of meeting this expectation.   








RS ONLY 17.00 12.00 14.50


TOTAL RS 49.00 45.00 47.00


RUNNING START OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE AVERAGE


Bilingual Stu. 12.00 16.00 16.00 16.00


* - Months in Average * * * * * * * *
SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY AVERAGE


GRADES 9-12 460.00 464.00 471.00 465.00


GRADES 7-8 251.00 252.00 254.00 252.33


GRADES 5-6 275.00 279.00 281.00 278.33


GRADE 4 117.00 116.00 117.00 116.67


GRADES 1-3 332.00 336.00 335.00 334.33


KINDERGARTEN 100.00 100.00 99.00 99.67


*** TOTALS 1,535.00 1,547.00 1,557.00 1,546.33


La Center S.D. No. 101 Clark County No. 06 E.S.D. 112


TWELFTH 81.00 80.00 84.00
81.67


ELEVENTH 96.00 98.00 98.00
97.33


TENTH 126.00 127.00 128.00
127.00


NINTH 157.00 159.00 161.00
159.00


EIGHTH 128.00 129.00 130.00
129.00


SEVENTH 123.00 123.00 124.00
123.33


SIXTH 138.00 141.00 142.00
140.33


FIFTH 137.00 138.00 139.00
138.00


FOURTH 117.00 116.00 117.00
116.67


THIRD 109.00 109.00 108.00
108.67


SECOND 123.00 125.00 124.00
124.00


FIRST 100.00 102.00 103.00
101.67


HALF-DY. 100.00 100.00 99.00
99.67


District Total Basic Education Enrollment


GRADES SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY AVERAGE


REPORT 1251H STATE  OF  WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT  OF  PUBLIC  INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 14, 2011 @ 16:21


SUMMARY OF HEAD-COUNT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2012







*** TOTALS


District Eligible High Poverty School Enrollment


GRADES SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY AVERAGE


REPORT 1251H STATE  OF  WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT  OF  PUBLIC  INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 14, 2011 @ 16:21


SUMMARY OF HEAD-COUNT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2012


SUMMARY OF HEAD-COUNT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2012


REPORT 1251H STATE  OF  WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT  OF  PUBLIC  INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 14, 2011 @ 16:21


I  hereby  certify  that  all  students  are  reported  in  accordance  with  enrollment  reporting  rules  and  instructions,  and  that  supporting  student
records  are  available  for  audit.


_________________________________________________
District  Superintendent  or  Authorized  Official








Policy Type: Executive Limitations 
 
Academic Program  EL-14 


th


 
The Superintendent shall not fail to adopt and develop an academic program for the district to 
enable students to meet content standards and to achieve the Board’s Ends policies.  
 
Accordingly, the Superintendent may not:  
1.  Fail to develop and implement an academic program that is research-based, provides 
 access and challenge for all, is complete, is culturally responsive, comprehensively uses 
 resources, encourages innovation, and considers class size and organization, as evidenced 
 by:  
 a.  Selecting and implementing programs based on thorough analysis of research  
  data.  
 b.  Providing for appropriate differentiation of instruction within adopted curriculum  
  to ensure that all students learn.  
 c.  Ensuring that all students are provided fair and equitable access to district   
  programs and learning opportunities.  
 d.  Ensuring a well-rounded and comprehensive academic and co-curricular program.  
 e.  Appropriately using expert resources, staff and community members to develop  
  the curriculum.  
 f.  Considering class size and organization as important components of the education 
  program.  
 
2. Fail to ensure that faculty know and teach the adopted curriculum. 
  
3.  Fail to ensure the regular monitoring and evaluation of the academic program and make 
 appropriate modifications in practice and content, as evidenced by: 


a.  Ensuring/prioritizing adequate and appropriate instructional time and/or strategies 
for all students in the core content areas.   


 b.  Developing a personalized education plan for students who do not meet grade  
  level standards in reading, writing and/or math.  
 c.  Limiting such elective scheduling options as early dismissal, late arrival,   
  assignment as  a teacher’s assistant, etc. to students whose achievement is at or  
  above grade level standards in reading, writing, and/or math.  
 d.  Developing appropriate incentives (e.g. diploma or transcript endorsements,  
  recognition at graduation ceremonies, etc.) for successfully meeting 10th grade  
  WASL standards.  
  
4. Fail to report to the Board (and provide sufficient advance notice to the public on) 
 significant changes, deletions or addition of programs and courses of study.  
 


Adopted:    October 24 , 2006 
Monitoring Method:          Internal Report and Direct Inspection 
Monitoring Frequency:    Annually in November 








 
Hawk Report: November 2011 


 
 
There is a lot to be thankful for as we enter the holiday season. First, I am grateful for 
employment as this is something that many are not as fortunate to have. I am also 
thankful to come to a job that I love to do and enjoy the people that I work with. Finally, I 
get to watch a group of wonderful kids in our community just trying to work it all out and 
build their own foundation for success. Thank you to the La Center School District and 
Community.  
 
As we hit Thanksgiving it is safe to say that it has been busy and at times a little hectic. 
We are starting to see the impact of the large surge in kids this year. We are currently 
reviewing how to operate our lunch times and facilities use to deal with so many students 
in a confined space. As always, the staff and I will discuss the options and work it out. 
 
The Veteran’s Day Assembly was well attended again this year. For the first time the 6th 
grade band was able to play so this was exciting for them. I appreciate how serious the 
staff and students take the assembly. There are many people to thank for this starting with 
Mr.Calabrese and Mrs.Slinkard for their work with the band and choir students. As 
always Mr. Pritchett does a sterling job for coordinating the entire event. One of our 
parents Mrs. Harris  provided a wonderful spread of coffee and treats for our Veterans. 
Finally I would like to thank the Veterans for not only coming to our assembly but for all 
they have done for this country.  
 
Joe Bosch and I have continued to work on our student learning study to assess the 
success of our students as they go through middle school. Through our learning, we have 
come up with the following hypothesis to explore. “Are students who advocate for their 
own learning, more successful then students who don’t?” When observing students, we 
have noticed that students who are successful get the most out of the learning 
environment. They ask their peers and teachers questions, they contribute in groups and 
utilize all resources to further their understanding. Other students in our study tend to 
hold back and struggle to communicate their needs for learning. In our in-service with 
staff we discussed the conditions that impact students being more confident learners and 
advocating for their learning. The three areas that we are focusing on are; the value of the 
learning for the students, the risk that they have to take to further their learning and the 
support that the students get in the classroom to further their learning. 
 
To learn from our staff about these concepts and to get their assistance for our study, Joe 
and I created a creative learning environment for our staff. If there is one area that a 
person has to find value in something, take risks and feel supported and encouraged it is 
in the world of dating. So we created our own speed dating opportunity for our staff. Staff 
was encouraged to bring an example of a new idea they are working on to the in-service 
plus their current problem of practice. Each teacher had two minutes to see what another 
teacher was doing and then had to move on to the next teacher. After ten ‘dates’ they 
were asked to review what they saw and valued and then picked two people to spend 







more time with to learn from. The purpose of the exercise was to encourage staff to think 
about what they value as a learner, take risks and be involved in a safe environment. This 
led into a discussion about how our students doing the same thing and the impact on 
them. The staff then helped Joe and I consolidate our thinking on our research and give 
us some direction on future work. It was extremely beneficial to all staff members and a 
great way to spend our Friday afternoon. 
 
Wrestling and girls basketball started this month and I am not only pleased with how they 
are performing but the number of people coming out to support them. This is just another 
indication that the blue and white means a great deal to this community. 
 
I wish you all a wonderful Thanksgiving time with your family. There is a lot to be 
grateful for in La Center. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
David Cooke 
Principal 
La Center Middle School 








Policy Type: Executive Limitations 
 
Communication with the Public  EL-12 


th


  
1. Community/Public Relations 
  The Superintendent shall not fail to prepare and execute a community/public relations 
 plan that does the following: 
 a.  Establishes and maintains strong links with community support groups and key  
  communicators to ensure they are kept informed and are predisposed to provide  
  support within the community on critical district issues to include bond/levy  
  needs.  
 b.  Ensures the publication and distribution of a district newsletter at least   
  twice a year, reserving a column for a “From the Board of Directors” article.  
 c.  Uses multiple media resources including the district website to connect with the  
  community and provide essential information, to include:  
  (1) The current year’s schedule and location of board meetings, and the meeting 
        agenda before each scheduled board meeting.  
  (2) Approved board meeting minutes.  
  (3) Current governance policies and district policies/procedures. 
  (4) Contact information for elected and appointed district officials.  
 d.  Promotes and enhances the role and public profile of the board as the district’s  
  principle connection with the community, and the community’s voice in   
  governing the district:  
  (1) Display board member contact information at each district school. 
  (2) Display annual board agenda, including information on planned linkage 
       meetings (purpose, date, location, procedures) at each district school.  
  (3) Inform board members of opportunities for participation in and/or attendance 
       at community events.  
    
 
2.  Annual Progress Reports 
 The Superintendent shall not fail to prepare annual school and district progress reports to 
 the public which include the following items:  


a. Student achievement data and graduation rates, disaggregated by gender, and 
other categories, indicating student progress  toward accomplishing the Board’s 
Ends policies.  


 b. Information about school and district strategies intended to address achievement  
  problems and to accomplish the Board’s Ends policies.  
 c. Revenues, expenditures, and costs of major programs and elements of district and  
  school operations.  
 


Adopted:   October 24 , 2006 
Monitoring Method:          Internal Report and Direct Inspection 
Monitoring Frequency:    Annually in November 








Policy Type: Ends 
 
Academic Achievement  E-2 


Adopted:   November 27th, 2007, Revised October 27th, 2009 
Monitoring Method:          Internal Report and Direct Observation 
Monitoring Frequency:    Annually in November 


  
As the primary component of the Ends Policy, the Board expects each student to develop the 
academic awareness and cognitive capabilities to be a successful learner in a complex and 
rapidly changing world.  Accordingly students will be able to: 
 
a.   Read with comprehension, write with skill, and communicate effectively and responsibly in a 


variety of ways and settings (reading, writing, and communications). 
b.   Effectively integrate the core concepts and principles of mathematics; social, physical, and life 


sciences; civics, history, geography; arts, health and fitness so as to support their specific learning 
pathway. 


c.   Think analytically, logically and creatively, and integrate experiences and knowledge to form 
reasoned judgments and solve problems (critical thinking). 


d.   Connect the importance of work and how performance, effort, habits and decisions regarding 
school directly affect future learning opportunities within their specific career and educational 
pathway (work awareness and planning). 


 








REPORT 1251 STATE  OF  WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT  OF  PUBLIC  INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 14, 2011 @ 16:20


SUMMARY OF FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2012


GRADES 9-12 425.90 429.30 433.10 429.43


GRADES 7-8 251.00 252.00 254.00 252.33


GRADES 5-6 275.00 279.00 280.20 278.07


GRADE 4 117.00 116.00 117.00 116.67


GRADES 1-3 332.00 336.00 335.00 334.33


KINDERGARTEN 50.00 50.00 49.50 49.83


*** TOTALS 1,450.90 1,462.30 1,468.80 1,460.67


*** TOTALS


District Eligible High Poverty School Enrollment


GRADES SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY AVERAGE


La Center S.D. No. 101 Clark County No. 06 E.S.D. 112


TWELFTH 66.10 64.50 65.30
65.30


ELEVENTH 81.00 83.00 83.00
82.33


TENTH 122.60 123.60 124.60
123.60


NINTH 156.20 158.20 160.20
158.20


EIGHTH 128.00 129.00 130.00
129.00


SEVENTH 123.00 123.00 124.00
123.33


SIXTH 138.00 141.00 141.20
140.07


FIFTH 137.00 138.00 139.00
138.00


FOURTH 117.00 116.00 117.00
116.67


THIRD 109.00 109.00 108.00
108.67


SECOND 123.00 125.00 124.00
124.00


FIRST 100.00 102.00 103.00
101.67


HALF-DY. 50.00 50.00 49.50
49.83


District Total Basic Education Enrollment


GRADES SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY AVERAGE







REPORT 1251 STATE  OF  WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT  OF  PUBLIC  INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 14, 2011 @ 16:20


SUMMARY OF FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2012


P-240B HOME-BASED STUDENTS SERVED BY PUBLIC SCHOOLS


SUBTOTAL


SUBTOTAL


GRADES SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY TOTAL


La Center S.D. No. 101 Clark County No. 06 E.S.D. 112


P-240A PRIVATE SCHOOL STUDENTS SERVED BY PUBLIC SCHOOLS


VOCATIONAL 2.70 2.70
2.70


NONVOC. 33.83 31.30
32.57


RUNNING START OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE AVERAGE


THE COLLEGE ENROLLMENT IS REPORTED BELOW AND IS NOT INCLUDED IN ENROLLMENT REPORTED ABOVE:


THE VOCATIONAL/SECONDARY AND SKILL CENTER ENROLLMENT BELOW IS INCLUDED IN GRADE 9-12 ENROLLMENT:
VOC-SECNDRY 37.00 36.40 36.60


36.67


SKILLS CENTR     * GRAND TOTAL 1,495.93
* INCLUDED IN GRADE 9-12 P223S


VOC-SECNDRY 9-12 *


Grades 9-12


Grades 7-8


Grades 5-6


Grade 4


Grades 1-3


Kindergarten


TOTAL


P-223S  SUMMER
ENROLLMENT  ELIGIBLE
FOR  BASIC  SUPPORT


TOTAL  OF  P-240A
P-240B  &  P-223S


429.43


252.33


278.07


116.67


334.33


49.83


1,460.67


TOTAL
P-223


429.43


252.33


278.07


116.67


334.33


49.83


1,460.67


GRAND TOTAL


VOC-SECNDRY 7-8  * RUNNING START TOTAL 35.27







REPORT 1251 STATE  OF  WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT  OF  PUBLIC  INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 14, 2011 @ 16:20


SUMMARY OF FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2012


I  hereby  certify  that  all  students  are  reported  in  accordance  with  enrollment  reporting  rules  and  instructions,  and  that  supporting  student
records  are  available  for  audit.


_________________________________________________
District  Superintendent  or  Authorized  Official


Voc-Secndry 36.67 36.67


Skill Cntr


Voc 7-8


VOCATIONAL PROGRAM TOTALS


P-223 P-223S GRAND TOTAL








LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT #101
IMPACT FEE REPORT


AMOUNT NUMBER
TOTAL for 2011 (Jan - Oct) $104,666.80 15


plus TOTAL for 2010 (January through December) $178,919.70 26


plus TOTAL for 2009 (January through December) $55,234.30 9


plus TOTAL for 2008 (January through December) $104,913.25 16


plus TOTAL for 2007 (January through December) $170,807.20 40


plus TOTAL for 2006 (January through December) $122,495.35 35


plus TOTAL for 2005 (January through December) $354,000.00 179


plus TOTAL for 2004 (January through December) $172,129.79 88


plus TOTAL for 2003 (January through December) $161,129.79 81 `


plus TOTAL for 2002 (January through December) $88,076.85 53


plus TOTAL for 2001 (January through December) $70,666.92 65


plus TOTAL for 2000 (January through December) $56,550.46 53


plus TOTAL for 1999 (January through December) $74,564.69 65


plus TOTAL for 1998 (January through December) $112,978.50 98


plus TOTAL for 1997 (January through December) $134,445.01 119


plus TOTAL for 1996 (January through December) $155,911.02 137


plus TOTAL for 1995 (April through December) $68,942.90 60
plus Sale of Property closed 5-30-95 deposited July '95 $5,545.47
plus Check from Aho Construction 10-30-95 $63,710.00


TOTAL Impact Fees/Property Sale $2,186,432.53 1,139


CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND: 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12


Beginning Fund Balance: $64,011 $17,609 $45,298 $31,192 $91,890 $73,079
plus Revenues: $113,379 $140,265 $61,736 $179,182 $133,252 $7,035
minus Expenditures: ($125,382) ($4,023) ($2,515) ($9,540) ($5,410) ($350)
minus Non-voted Debt Pmt. ($34,400) ($108,552) ($73,326) ($108,945) ($146,653) $0
Ending Fund Balance: $17,609 $45,298 $31,192 $91,890 $73,079 $79,765


as of 10/31/11


NAME ADDRESS AMOUNT DATE
No New Permits Issued in October








LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 101 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


 
Minutes of Board Workshop 
Tuesday, November 8, 2011 


6:00 PM 
District Office Conference Room 


 
Present:  Mark Mansell, John Parsons, Bob Taylor, Cris Yaw and Wendy Chord 
*Todd Jones joined the executive session via teleconference  
Minutes taken by:  Laurie Kansanback 
Administrators:  Dave Holmes  
Guests:  Mike Patterson, Josh Soske 
 
The board met in executive session at 6:00 pm to discuss a legal matter with attorney Mike Patterson.  
The executive session adjourned to the regular workshop meeting at 6:50 pm. 
 


1. Debrief of meeting at KWRL on October 26th.  Mr. Taylor, Mrs. Yaw and Dr. Mansell  shared the  
Highlights of this annual meeting.  In summary, everything is going well. 


 
2. Curriculum Adoption process.  Mr. Holmes and Dr. Mansell provided an indepth overview of the  


Process used in adopting curriculum texts, supplemental materials and enrichment materials.  It 
was decided that although the policy and procedure governing this process has been being 
followed, the board would appreciate it if materials that are being recommended for adoption 
were first presented at the workshop right before the regular board meeting for review by the 
board if they so desire. 


 
3. State budget update:  Nothing new on this. 
 
4. Focus on Education Week:  Representative Ann Rivers has agreed to give us time on November  
 14th to share what we will about our district with her. 


 
As this was a workshop of the board, no action was taken. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:45 pm. 
 
 
_______________________________  ____________________________ 
Member      Member 
_ 
______________________________  ____________________________ 
Member      Member 
_ 
______________________________  ____________________________ 
Member      Board Secretary 








ENROLLMENT HISTORY GRAPH
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95/96 AVG FTE=1181.05 


96/97 AVG FTE=1232.68 


97/98 AVG FTE=1237.17 


98/99 AVG FTE=1300.37 


99/00 AVG FTE=1335.7 


00/01 AVG FTE=1293.17 
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03/04 AVG FTE=1252.28 


04/05 AVG FTE=1307.2 


05/06 AVG FTE=1395.36 


06/07 AVG FTE=1394.62 


07/08 AVG FTE=1464.51 


08/09 AVG FTE=1474.07 


09/10 AVG FTE=1458.8 


10/11 AVG FTE=1455.10 


11/12 AVG FTE=1460.67 








Policy Type: Executive Limitations 
 
Academic Standards and Practices  EL-13 


th


  
The Superintendent shall not fail to ensure that the district adopts a standards-based system of 
instruction with a rigorous and viable curriculum for specific courses of study intended to 
achieve the Board’s Ends policies.  
 
Accordingly, the Superintendent may not:  
1. Fail to implement rigorous academic content standards that reflect research based “best 
 practices”.  
 
2. Fail to ensure that the district works with staff, parents, students, appropriate elements of  
 the community, and others to review, and revise content standards to ensure maximum 
 and continuing effectiveness. 
  
3. Fail to implement a rigorous and viable curriculum and program of instruction aligned 


with Federal, State, and the District’s adopted content standards to provide students with 
the educational experiences needed to achieve the standards. 


  
4. Fail to develop assessments that will adequately measure each student’s progress toward 
 achieving the content standards. 
  
5. Fail to ensure that parents are kept informed of student progress toward achieving content 
 standards and how such progress is measured. 
  
6. Fail to ensure that all LCSD secondary students have an education plan for their high 
 school  experience. 
  
7. Fail to ensure that all LCSD secondary students have an education plan for the year 
 following graduation. 
  
8. Fail to ensure that all LCSD students demonstrate through a culminating project the 
 comprehensive application of academic and work competencies inherent in LCSD Ends.  
  


Adopted:   October 24 , 2006 
Monitoring Method:          Internal Report and Direct Inspection 
Monitoring Frequency:    Annually in November 
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                                                                                                             10--General Fund-- CASH BASIS -- AGENCY ACCOUNTS -- Revised -- BUDGET-STATUS-REPORT                         


                                       Fiscal Year 2011 (September 1, 2011 - August 31, 2012)                                       


For the      LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT #101     School District for the Month of  October  , 2011


Sept 1 Beginning Cash and Investment Balance


G/L 200 IMPREST FUNDS                         6,100.00 


G/L 230 CASH ON HAND                            188.73-


G/L 240 Cash On Dep w/Cou Treas             447,240.76 


G/L 450 Investments                       1,525,938.74 


  Subtotal - Cash and Investments     1,979,090.77 * 


G/L 241 Warrants Outstanding                442,369.36-


A. Net Beginning Cash and Investments   1,536,721.41 **


      ANNUAL     ACTUAL         ACTUAL     


A. REVENUES BUDGET FOR MONTH FOR YEAR ENCUMBRANCES BALANCE PERCENT


1000 LOCAL TAXES                          2,378,919     832,398.07     882,671.14   1,496,247.86  37.10 


2000 LOCAL SUPPORT NONTAX                   617,250      39,614.34     119,062.99     498,187.01  19.29 


3000 STATE, GENERAL PURPOSE               8,282,660     731,782.23   1,407,484.86   6,875,175.14  16.99 


4000 State, Special Purpose               1,203,737      26,742.30      26,742.30   1,176,994.70   2.22 


5000 FEDERAL, GENERAL PURPOSE                     0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


6000 FEDERAL, SPECIAL PURPOSE               738,263      22,612.95      22,612.95     715,650.05   3.06 


7000 REVENUES FR OTH SCH DIST                25,000            .00            .00      25,000.00   0.00 


8000 REV FR OTH AGNCY * ASSOC                     0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


9000 OTHER FINANCING SOURCES                      0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


   Total REVENUES  13,245,829   1,653,149.89   2,458,574.24  10,787,254.76  18.56 


C. Beginning Net Cash and Investments Plus Revenues (A+B)   3,995,295.65 **


B. EXPENDITURES


00    Regular Instruction                 8,519,239     708,634.43   1,444,838.23     110,569.64   6,963,830.88  18.26 


10    Federal Stimulus                            0         376.64         376.64           0.00         376.64-   0.00 


20    Special Ed Instruction              1,040,823            .00            .00           0.00   1,040,823.00   0.00 


30    Voc. Ed Instruction                   233,568      12,825.94      23,556.80       2,909.70     207,101.75  11.33 


40    Skills Center Instruction                   0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


50+60 Compensatory Ed Instruct.             874,994      17,851.64      41,466.76       2,523.00     831,004.24   5.03 


70    Other Instructional Pgms               10,500          85.00          85.00          37.87      10,377.13   1.17 


80    Community Services                    102,127       9,440.60      17,294.51      27,389.46      57,443.03  43.75 


90    Support Services                    2,516,749     210,580.95     459,192.10     435,893.08   1,621,663.82  35.57 


D. Total EXPENDITURES  13,298,000     959,795.20   1,986,810.04     579,322.75  10,731,867.21  19.30 


Current Cash and Investments


G/L 200 IMPREST FUNDS                         6,100.00                                                                            


G/L 230 CASH ON HAND                         25,613.83-                                                                            


G/L 240 Cash On Dep w/Cou Treas             674,211.06                                                                            


G/L 450 Investments                       1,842,820.89                                                                            


G/L 241 Warrants Outstanding                475,876.05-                                                                            


                                          2,021,642.07 *                                                                          


Ending Net Cash and Investments                          2,008,485.61 **


Adjustments                                                 13,156.46   


Total Ending Cash & Investments & Adjustments            2,021,642.07 **


Net Change in Cash Since Sept 1                            484,920.66   
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                                                                                                           20--Capital Projects-- CASH BASIS -- AGENCY ACCOUNTS -- Revised -- BUDGET-STATUS-REPORT                       


                                       Fiscal Year 2011 (September 1, 2011 - August 31, 2012)                                       


For the      LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT #101     School District for the Month of  October  , 2011


Sept 1 Beginning Cash and Investment Balance


G/L 200 Imprest Cash                               .00 


G/L 230 CASH ON HAND                               .00 


G/L 240 CASH ON DEPOSIT CTY TREAS             7,407.32 


G/L 450 INVESTMENTS                          73,841.51 


  Subtotal - Cash and Investments        81,248.83 * 


G/L 241 WARRANTS OUTSTANDING                  7,407.32-


A. Net Beginning Cash and Investments      73,841.51 **


      ANNUAL     ACTUAL         ACTUAL     


A. REVENUES BUDGET FOR MONTH FOR YEAR ENCUMBRANCES BALANCE PERCENT


1000 Local Taxes                                  0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


2000 Local Support Nontax                   123,500          23.06       7,035.32     116,464.68   5.70 


3000 State, General Purpose                       0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


4000 State, Special Purpose                       0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


5000 Federal, General Purpose                     0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


6000 Federal, Special Purpose                     0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


7000 Revenues Fr Oth Sch Dist                     0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


8000 Other Agencies & Assoc.                      0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


9000 Other Financing Sources                      0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


   Total REVENUES     123,500          23.06       7,035.32     116,464.68   5.70 


C. Beginning Net Cash and Investments Plus Revenues (A+B)      80,876.83 **


B. EXPENDITURES


10 Sites                                    100,000            .00            .00           0.00     100,000.00   0.00 


20 Buildings                                      0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


30 Equipment                                      0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


40 Energy                                         0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


50 Sales & Lease Expenditure                      0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


60 Bond Issuance Expenditure                  5,000         350.00         350.00           0.00       4,650.00   7.00 


90 Debt                                           0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


D. Total EXPENDITURES     105,000         350.00         350.00           0.00     104,650.00   0.33 


Current Cash and Investments


G/L 200 Imprest Cash                               .00                                                                            


G/L 230 CASH ON HAND                               .00                                                                            


G/L 240 CASH ON DEPOSIT CTY TREAS             7,757.32                                                                            


G/L 450 INVESTMENTS                          79,764.83                                                                            


G/L 241 WARRANTS OUTSTANDING                  7,757.32-                                                                            


                                             79,764.83 *                                                                          


Ending Net Cash and Investments                             80,526.83 **


Adjustments                                                    762.00-   


Total Ending Cash & Investments & Adjustments               79,764.83 **


Net Change in Cash Since Sept 1                              5,923.32   
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                                                                                                           30--Debt Service Fund-- CASH BASIS -- AGENCY ACCOUNTS -- Revised -- BUDGET-STATUS-REPORT                      


                                       Fiscal Year 2011 (September 1, 2011 - August 31, 2012)                                       


For the      LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT #101     School District for the Month of  October  , 2011


Sept 1 Beginning Cash and Investment Balance


G/L 230 CASH ON HAND                               .00 


G/L 240 CASH ON DEPOSIT CTY TREAS               604.06 


G/L 250 CASH WITH FISCAL AGENT                     .00 


G/L 450 INVESTMENTS                         659,833.26 


  Subtotal - Cash and Investments       660,437.32 * 


G/L 241 WARRANTS OUTSTANDING                       .00 


A. Net Beginning Cash and Investments     660,437.32 **


      ANNUAL     ACTUAL         ACTUAL     


A. REVENUES BUDGET FOR MONTH FOR YEAR ENCUMBRANCES BALANCE PERCENT


1000 Local Taxes                          1,104,050     397,182.70     422,228.35     681,821.65  38.24 


2000 Local Support Nontax                    15,000         177.30         314.21      14,685.79   2.09 


3000 State, General Purpose                       0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


5000 Federal, General Purpose                     0            .00            .00            .00   0.00 


9000 Other Financing Sources                146,653            .00            .00     146,653.00   0.00 


   Total REVENUES   1,265,703     397,360.00     422,542.56     843,160.44  33.38 


C. Beginning Net Cash and Investments Plus Revenues (A+B)   1,082,979.88 **


B. EXPENDITURES


11   Matured Bond Expenditures              755,800            .00            .00           0.00     755,800.00   0.00 


21   Interest On Bonds                      487,357            .00            .00           0.00     487,357.00   0.00 


31   Interfund Loan Interest                      0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


41   Bond Transfer Fees                           0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


51   Arbitrage Rebate                             0            .00            .00           0.00            .00   0.00 


61   Underwriter's Fees                       5,000            .00            .00           0.00       5,000.00   0.00 


D. Total EXPENDITURES   1,248,157            .00            .00           0.00   1,248,157.00   0.00 


Current Cash and Investments


G/L 230 CASH ON HAND                               .00                                                                            


G/L 240 CASH ON DEPOSIT CTY TREAS            69,891.97                                                                            


G/L 250 CASH WITH FISCAL AGENT                     .00                                                                            


G/L 450 INVESTMENTS                       1,013,087.91                                                                            


G/L 241 WARRANTS OUTSTANDING                       .00                                                                            


                                          1,082,979.88 *                                                                          


Ending Net Cash and Investments                          1,082,979.88 **


Adjustments                                                       .00   


Total Ending Cash & Investments & Adjustments            1,082,979.88 **


Net Change in Cash Since Sept 1                            422,542.56   
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                                                                                                     40--Associated Student Body Fund-- CASH BASIS -- AGENCY ACCOUNTS -- Revised -- BUDGET-STATUS-REPORT                 


                                       Fiscal Year 2011 (September 1, 2011 - August 31, 2012)                                       


For the      LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT #101     School District for the Month of  October  , 2011


Sept 1 Beginning Cash and Investment Balance


G/L 200 IMPREST FUNDS                         4,870.00 


G/L 230 CASH ON HAND                            509.19 


G/L 240 CASH ON DEPOSIT CTY TREAS            12,159.37 


G/L 450 INVESTMENTS                         132,545.20 


  Subtotal - Cash and Investments       150,083.76 * 


G/L 241 WARRANTS OUTSTANDING                  9,495.38-


A. Net Beginning Cash and Investments     140,588.38 **


      ANNUAL     ACTUAL         ACTUAL     


A. REVENUES AND OTHER FIN. SOURCES BUDGET FOR MONTH FOR YEAR ENCUMBRANCES BALANCE PERCENT


1000 General Student Body                   161,000       5,896.96      26,014.26     134,985.74  16.16 


2000 Athletics                              139,700      11,836.35      44,549.93      95,150.07  31.89 


3000 Classes                                 18,000            .00            .00      18,000.00   0.00 


4000 Clubs                                   88,535       7,127.60      10,102.24      78,432.76  11.41 


6000 Private Moneys                           6,500            .00            .00       6,500.00   0.00 


   Total REVENUES     413,735      24,860.91      80,666.43     333,068.57  19.50 


C. Beginning Net Cash and Investments Plus Revenues (A+B)     221,254.81 **


B. EXPENDITURES


1000 General Student Body                   147,500       5,267.20      10,555.08      41,851.43      95,093.49  35.53 


2000 Athletics                              146,000      13,200.20      30,183.64      39,146.97      76,669.39  47.49 


3000 Classes                                 16,500          83.86          83.86           0.00      16,416.14   0.51 


4000 Clubs                                   85,735         448.07      10,907.68      10,142.81      64,684.51  24.55 


6000 Private Moneys                           6,500            .00            .00           0.00       6,500.00   0.00 


D. Total EXPENDITURES     402,235      18,999.33      51,730.26      91,141.21     259,363.53  35.52 


Current Cash and Investments


G/L 200 IMPREST FUNDS                         4,870.00                                                                            


G/L 230 CASH ON HAND                          1,754.01                                                                            


G/L 240 CASH ON DEPOSIT CTY TREAS            32,057.75                                                                            


G/L 450 INVESTMENTS                         119,622.52                                                                            


G/L 241 WARRANTS OUTSTANDING                 23,438.48-                                                                            


                                            134,865.80 *                                                                          


Ending Net Cash and Investments                            169,524.55 **


Adjustments                                                 34,658.75-   


Total Ending Cash & Investments & Adjustments              134,865.80 **


Net Change in Cash Since Sept 1                              5,722.58-   







************************ End of report ************************
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The Board and its members are committed to faithful compliance with the provisions of the 
Board’s policies. In the event of a member’s willful and continuing violation of policy, the Board 
may seek remedy by the following process:  
 
1. Conversation in a private setting between the offending member and the Board Chair or 
 other individual member.  
 
2. Discussion in a private session between the offending member and the Board (as 
 permitted by law).  
 
3. Consider public censure of the offending member of the Board.  
 
4. Ask the offending member to step down from a committee or other Board-designated 
 responsibility, if appropriate.  
 
5. In cases of nonattendance, declare the seat vacant in accordance with law.  


Adopted:     October 24 , 2006 
Monitoring Method:          Board Self Assessment 
Monitoring Frequency:    Annually in November 
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Payments have been audited and certified by the Auditing Officer as required by           


RCW 42.24.080, and those expense reimbursement claims certified as required by            


RCW 42.24.090.  Those payments have been recorded on a listing which has been             


made available to the board.                                                              


As of November 22, 2011, the board, by a __________________________ vote, does            


approve for payment those checks (warrants) included in the following list                


and further described as follows:  CLARK CO TREASURER                                     


Check Number 1378 through 1379                                                            


in the total amount of $403.00.                                                           


Secretary    ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Board Member ________________________  Board Member ________________________


Check Nbr Vendor Name                    Check Date Invoice Number       Invoice Desc        PO Number Invoice Amount  Check Amount


     1378 CLARK COUNTY TREASURER         11/30/2011 Sept 11              Impact Fee Report           0          53.00          53.00


     1379 ESD 112                        11/30/2011 100444               LEGAL SERVICES              0         350.00         350.00


                                                                     2     Computer      Check(s) For a Total of             403.00 
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                                                                     0     Manual        Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     0     Wire Transfer Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     0     ACH           Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                     2     Computer      Checks For a Total of               403.00


                                                          Total For  2     Manual, Wire Tran, ACH & Computer Checks          403.00


                                                          Less       0     Voided        Checks For a Total of                 0.00


                                                                                         Net Amount                          403.00


                                                       F U N D  S U M M A R Y                                                       


Fund     Description                       Balance Sheet                Revenue                Expense                        Total  


20       Capital Projects                           0.00                   0.00                 403.00                       403.00


 
 





